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Developments in Copying, Micrographics,
and Graphic Communications, l 976

Peur A. Neprnn
Formerly H ead, Audio-V isual Department

The George Washington Uniuersity Library
Washington, D.C.

Copyright

T"" 
AG]ON.Y may be over, but the ecstasy, for many at least, is yet to

I come. For it seems that though the Ninety-Fourth Congress passed
and the president signed into law a new copyrighr revision b"ill, mlny of
rts provrsrons are so comple-x that the proverbial philadelphia lawyer
may be-required to unravel them. The e*egetes are arready at it and oth-
ers probably will follow as more time becomes available to study the
law. American Libraries gives in full the guidelines developed. by the
National Commission on New Technoloigical Uses of iopyrighted
works, the Ad-Hoc committee of Educational rnstitutions and'oigani
zations on Copyright Law Revision, the Authors' League of America,
and the Associarion of American publishers and includls a list of per-
missible 

3yd impermissible actions as presentecl by t]'e chronicri of
Higher Ed.ucation.r Congress, in making the law 

'effective 
I January1978, wisely allowed sufficient time for alf concerned to analyze [tr" pto-

visions in the law and then to establish the poricies and proiedures nec-
essary to implement them.

M acr oc opy in g ( FuIl-S ize )

_ Copyright, of course, touches many areas of library reprography, not
the least of which is full-size photocopying. The limitatiois tn' such
copying of copyrighted works in the new law are such that under certain
c-o.nditions royalty fees will have to be paid to the copyright owners.
Thus, libraries, schools, and others will have imposed otr' tri.- bother-
some-and costly administrative burdens, such aj record-keeping, corre-
spondence, and the like, to meer the requirements. Very likely] photo_
copying 

lay begin to decrease and thus ifiect adversely the marfet for
such machines. Last year's review noted the rather gloomy outlook of
that market, and this year one dealer in Washingto.r, b.C., advertises the
exhibition gf ry"1ry famous-name copiers in 1ne showroom. Among
those were the Toshiba BD 702, a plairrpaper copier using the toner and
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selenium drum required by the Xerox Process, which will copy on two

sides of the paper and on other materills at an equipment cost about

half that of a Xero* copier. GAF displayed its 800 model, an electro-

static copier that copies it the same rate as the Xerox 2400 at a machine

cost of about one-tenth the latter's cost.

slides and posters.s

Microf orm Materiak and Micropubtishing

As with last year's review, this section must begin with a warning re'

minder about the growing use by micropublishers of nonsilver materials

for library micropirblic"tiottt that are intended to become part of per-

manent collections and the risks that are implied in such use. In the

latest of his series of editorial comments on the matter, Veaner con'

lished."a Moreover, the RTSD Resources Section's Micropublishing Com-

mittee and Reproduction of Library Materials Section's Standards

committee reaffirmecl in July at the ALA Annual conference their joint

recommendation made aithe 1975 Annual Conference "that libraries buy

for their permanent collections only microforms (such as. silver halide

film) for i"tri.n standards have been established by recognized standards

brarians, when speaking or writing of microforms, to equa!9 the terms
..silver halide fiIm," "sil-ver fiIm," oi "halide film" with "archival Perma-
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nence"'as though they were synonomous expressions. This usage is, of
course, inexact, for in order for silver halide film to qualify as the
archival permanent type, it must have been processed in actordance with
the specifications laid down in such standaids as ANSI (American Na-
tional Standards Institute) standard pHl.z8-lgz3, specifiitions for pho-
t2sraphic Film for archiual Records,'siluer-Gelatii Type, on ceilurose
Ester Base, or ANSI standard pHl.4l-1973, specificaiions for photo-
graphic Film for Archiaal Records, Silaer-Getitin Type, on polyester
Base. There are, therefore, two terms to the equation'Lnder considera-
tion: the film type and the processing it receivei. veaner recognizes this
latter when he refers to "the efficacy of their processing." Thirs, it may
be clearer and less susceptible to misinterpretition, del-iberate or other-
wise, if we speak and write about "archivally processed, silver halide
film" when we are referring to film that has been produced in accord-
ance with such srandards. consequently, it appears tliat the last clause in
the ALA recommendation above should r-eicl something rike "micro-
forms (such as silver halide film) which have been proceised in accord-
ance with standards for archival permanence that have been established
by recognized standards organizations.")

Returning to the subject, another view should be added to those
given above. James B. Rhoads, archivist of the united states, in a letter
responding to a request from Dr. peter Z. Adelstein, chairman, ANSI
PHI-3 Task Group on Vesicular and Diazo Film (which is trying to de-
velop standards for such films) , as to the exact meaning of' thi word
"archival," states that "essentially the term 'archival'is synonomous with'permanent' and the two are frequently used interchangeably. To us
they lrave the same meaning: that is, forever. . . . permanint or archiual
record fi lm can be defined,as any fi lm that is equal to or better than sil-
uer fiIm, as specified in ANSI specifications PH1.28 and PH1.41."a h
might be noted here that Dr. Adelstein has indicated (in January lg76)
thatr his task group expects to complete its work in "about two-years,;'
if the present pace of progress continues.? However, there seems to be
some question whether even then the diazo-type film will be able ro satis-
fy the requirements for archival permanence. A British research team
of the National Reprographic Centre for documentation (NRCd), in-
vestigating the efiects of exposure to light on such film, concluded that
"loss or degradation of information is possible when the film is exposed
to any form of light for a sufficiently long period of time." They ob-
serve further that "in any situation where longer term use is likely to be
required and where the availability of replacement duplicares is likely
to be either uncertain, costly or inconvenient the use of diazo becomes
questionable. Undoubtedly the many iommercial projects acquired by
libraries for relatively long-term use are in the latter category. In all
such situations consumers should be given the option of acquiring the
information on silver halide fiIm." Their report concludes: "While al-
ternative materials which are archival exist at economic prices it is ques-
tionable whether it is worth attempting to develop and specify an archi-
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val documentation system using diazo materials."s
So the choice, then, at the present time, for librarians wishing to add

microfilm to their permanent collections is clear: restrict Such acquili

tions to those micropublications on archivally processed silver halide

film.

turers were aware of the possibility and are paying attention to it, but

that others may not be so iognizarrt. Micr,ographics Newsletter, in report-

ing on the matter, naively cautions: "Before ordering your envelopes,

chick what tests have been made."e One wonders: tests for what, by

whom, and with what results? Perhaps there is a need here for some re-

search and investigation looking toward the establishment of standards

cations or film vaults. EK observes that the nitrate film gradually turns

produced on sucfi a base, so only black-and-white films in the latter two
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sizes need be considered. They also switched industrial X-ray films from
nitrate to acetate in 1938, and other sheet films were switched in 1989.
wash ofi release and positive sheet films were similarly changed to ace-
tate in 1950.12

t_ails of a proposed standard for exposure to ammonia (which is used in
diazo film development), introdu-ed its new ammonia-free Dry Diazo
Film that uses heat instead of ammonia for development.lo Many of
those, the presenr writer included, who attendea tne i97Z National Mi-
crofilm Association conference in New York, witnessed a demonsffation
of Ovonic Image Systems' new wet-process duplicating film that seemed
to hold some promise if it could avoid two of silver halide's major
shortcomings: its inability to produce archivally permanent images wilh-
out using copious quantities of an increasingly scarce commodity-fresh
clean water-to wash off the excessive residue of the thiosulphate fixer
chemical and the frequent testing required to insure that such washing
removed the residue sufficiently to meet the specifications for archival
permanence contained in ANSI Standards PHl.28-1973 and PHl.4l-
1973. The Ovonic film, however, disappeared from view for several
years, only to surface in 1976, this time under the aegis of 3M, which an-
nounced its intention to distribute Ovonic film, papers, and systems.lo

Of the nonfilm items coming under review, iwb seemed to be o{ in-
terest. Partly overcoming one of the shortcomings of microfiche use for
record-keeping-the lack of a means for updating them frequently or
adding on new information-Microseal's (Zion, Illinois) Card JacketrM
for microfiche has been designed to accept 16 or 35mm film of 15-60
images and at the same time to provide space on the jacket to write or
type in short updating information.l? Intresco, Inc. (Woburn, Massa-
chusetts), has developed its Intresco Tab, a fastener with special ad-
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hesive properties for use in fastening the ends of roll microfilm, which

can be removed and reused as needed.l8

to consider the Press' "Important Notice on Color Fiche," which states

that all film color dyes are iubject to change over time and that_ such mi-

crofiche may not be returned ior utry change in color. T_he British firm

Oxford Miiroform Publications, Ltd. (Oxford, England) seems to be

pursuing a similar path in its oxford Medieval Manuscripts in Micro-
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form, a series which consists of three elements for each title: the full

worthiness" will bedetermined and at whose.cost is not mentioned. in the
rather prolix letter "To our customers" in which these announcements
were made.

From New Flaven, Connecticut, comes the announcement that Re-

The list of journals publishing in microfilm, simultaneous or other-
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wise, continues to grow. The New Englnnd Journal of M,edicine indi-

cated its intention to begin simultaneous microfiche and' paper copy

editions in 1977.26 Datu Frocessing Digest announced a quarterly fiche

micro-opaques or microfiche on a l5-by-12-inch screen at 18 or 24X mag-

nification.27
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adopted 
-a policy of either refusing to sell their products or ofiering to

do so only-at_a higher price ro liblaries participiting in networks; ion-
sortia, etc.30 one micropublisher, unifo Fublishers, Ltd. (Stony Brook,
New York), in a public letter addressed to the center for'Research Li.
braries (chicago, Illinois), dated 24 June 1975, informed the addressee
institution that ". . . we- must adjust prices for single set purchases by
consortia,-according to their membersdip. The Seriels [ordeied by cRL]
is available from stock at g1,500 for clirect purchase by individual li-
braries. . . . Acquisition by CRL would ,ur:ry u p..-ir.- of g13,500,
making a total purchase price of $1b,000. your-ordelr for the series is re-
turned herewith. . . ." The matrer was furrher pursued at the ALA Mid-
winter Meetin_g_ (J-anuary l926), where u p"pe, presented by John Burn,
president of Unifo, entitled ;'one publishtr's-view of io"nsortia Ac-
quisition Practice," was presented for consideration. rt is not clear at
this time what, if any, aclion the afiected libraries can take to counrer-
act this budget-busting practice.

To end this section on a less somber note, we shal ask and answer the
rhetorical qrlestlon, "what do micropublishing and the wild west have
in common?" The obvious answer is ihat both 

-owe 
a lot to film, but what

about reward notices? It seems that Microfilming corporation of Amer-
ica sent to some of its customers an "MCA Miirogrim," dated 29 oc-
tober I976, headed "Important-$50 Reward," in which it promised such
reimbursement for the return of a master negative fiche that was inad-
vertently 

T1il9d in place of the intended positive copy to an unknown
recipient. we fervently hope the fugitive fiche was found and the finder
cluly rewarded.

M icrographic Equipment and processes

During 1976 micrographic equipment manufacturers and distrib-
utors exhibited their wares in profusion at the National Micrographics
Association's twenty-fifth Annual conference herd in chicago in April,
at the ALA Annual conference also held there in July, at-the Secbnd
Annual Library Microform conference in Arlanta in october. and at
lesser 

-meetings elsewhere. As usual, some of the equipment displayed
was old, some was new, and some represented modifilations of- older
models. Among the latter it was noted: Dukane has added to its Ex-
plorer 14 roll film reader a moror drive that resembles the one used by
Xerox/University Microfilms on their l4l4 Roll Film Reader, now
called the 350. XUM also renamed its l2l2 portable film reader, which
also was marketed without the roll film traniport assembly as rhe xuM
2240 Microfiche Reader, the Elite, and raised the price. Tire ord, federal
government award-winning DASA PMR/50 portable fiche reader, which
disappeared from the market several years ago, resurfaced recentry as
the MISI (Micro Information Systems, Inc.) Monitor, after undergoing
some improvements in its screen resolution as a result of new lighting,
new screen, and Ienses. Realist brought out its Valiant coM fiche reader
that bears some resemblance to washington scientific rndustries (wsl)
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Mini Cat, another federal Sovernment award'winner. Among the new

items introduced. were: Realist's Viking portable fiche reader, a foldable

device that has an upright screen in front and the projection aPparatus

and fiche carrier similarly upright at the rear, both on a common base

but with no hood or cover over the entirety.
Perhaps of greater interest to libraries are the two new l6/35mm roll

film readers d;signed especially for library use-Kodak's Startech and

Bell and Howell;s Microphoto 16.35. The Startech, looking somewhat
like Kodak's motorized MPG model, is, however, manually oPerated,

has a triple lens turret head permitting quick change {rom_ one of the

three lenses (14x, lgx, ana 2ex; that must be purchased separately,
image rotation of 360 degrees, and a laryet l4z/'by'l6r/2-incli' upright

screen. A printer unit is also available for coupling to the reader to pro-

vicle papei copies, using a conventional electrostatic wet process. A dia-

g.u.r.of the film threading pattern, which is the same as that used in the

ota foaatTnecordak MPE model readers, is shown on the lamp housing
cover at the front of the reader, conveniently located adjacent to the

film transport assembly, and clear operating instructions a,re_ _located at

the front, next to the on-off switch. The Bell and Howell Microphoto

16.35 is, unlike the Startech, motorized. Its larger screen-eighteen-by-
twenty-four-inches-obviously points to its intended use-reading micro-

filmed newspapers or other large-page documents, volumes, or the like.

The Microphoto 16.35 looks somewhat like the old hooded MPE models,

except thai the complete front and about two-thirds of the two sides of
the ambient-light shielding hood have been stripped off, leaving the

back and the top to support the projection and film assembly, with a
canted screen like the MPE at the bottom. The exposure of the screen
to ambient light brought about by the partial hood removal may well in-
rrocluce some problems in the image readability there. It is also noted
that the insides of the two side panels are white plastic and therefore
may reflect stray light from the projector, or from outside ambient light

sources, or both, causing some distraction to the user. In the photograph
accompanying the announcement, no film threading diagram is to be

seen, despite the fact that the pattern followed-loading the supply. reel
on the left spindle ancl the take-up one on the right-is unconventional
and confusing, to say the least, since most library readers, especially the
wiclely used and well-known MPE, follow the opposite Pattern. Thus'
users accustomecl to the latter are going to have to be instructed by li

brary staff in the new Bell and Howell loading Procedure. Self-service
microform reacling rooms or areas will have even greater problems with
this lack of standardization in the film loading Procedure' not to men-

tion the variations in fiche loading as well.
Neither of these two "library" readers has what this writer considels

a clesirable feature-a pull-out shelf or draw leaf at the bottom of the
reader suitable for note-taking purposes. (The new British Marshall

Smith Library Desk Top Reader is equipped with such a shelf.)
Keyan. Industries (Brainree, Massachusetts) introduced a piece of
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hbrary micr_ogra-phic equipment: its Model 85 Book cradle for filming
from bound volumes. It has two independent, spring-mounted plat--
forms that adjust automarically to the thickness of ei.rt side of- the

Some trends, begun the previous year, were noted in the fiche reading
equipment displayed at the NMA Conference in the emphasis on greater
versatility through the use of dual- and tri-lens mounts on the machines,

For those seeking current information about new micrographic
equipment appearing on the market, one of the best sources is the-Na-
tional Micrographics Association's periodical Micrographics Today,
which in its "Product Review" section gives brief descriptions based on
the promotional literature and often accompanies them with clear pho-
tographs, as well as furnishing complete addresses for further informa-

keeping up with the latest arrivals on the scene.
Since none of the above publications ofiers evaluations of the equip-

ment described, however, those seeking such must turn elsewhere. Li-
brary Techno,logy Reports (LTR| of course, provides excellent evalua-
tions of micrographics equipment from time to time. The September
issue, for instance, contains evaluative studies of the following micro-
fiche readers: Canon 400, GAF 7800 DMR, Kodak Ektalite 220, Miqo
Design 920, Micro Design 950, Micro Design 4020, Realist Vantage COM
II, Washington Scientific Industries' Mini Cat Mod II, and rheir In-
formant I.aa In the ]uly issue, ITR Research Assistant Judy Cohen
discusses reader/printlrs-generally and then appends a tabuiar iisting of
selected characteristics of some twenty-four such machines that also con-
tains prices as well. Though nonevaluative, rhe listing afiords the oppor-
tunity to make comparisons and signals those that previously have been
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evaluated in LTR.35 In Great Britain, the National Reprographic Cen-
tre for documentation (NRCd) published individual full-length tech-
nical evaluation reports (TER'E on the Fuji RFP2 Portable Microfiche
Reader, the Xerox 340 Microfiche Reader, the Kodak Fiche Reader 32I,
the Kodak Roll Film (l6mm) Reader 322, and the (British) Marshall
Smith Library Desk Top Reader (roll film). The Xerox 340 resembles
the Washington Scientific Industries Mini Cat COM microfiche reader.
The two Kodak readers, part of a tripartite modular line that has a
separate printing unit also, are manufactured by Alos, AG., of Zutich,
Switzerland, a firm for which Kodak is the European marketing agent.
The Marshall Smith is a British-made reader that features the pull-out
shelf for note-taking mentioned above.36 Following its usual practice,
NRCd's Reprographic Quarterly published summarized evaluations
based on the full-length technical evaluation reports. Covered during
the year were: the MCL Minor Portable Microfilm Reader, the Bell and
Howell Filemaster Camera, the Fuji RFP 2 Portable Microfiche Reader,
the Xerox 340 Microfiche Reader, and the Kodak Fiche Reader 321.37

In July was launched a newcomer to the equipment evaluation field,
Microform Reaiew's latest addition to its list of publications for li-
braries. Edited by William R. Hawken, well-known consultant to Li-
brary Technology Reporfs, the new quarterly is entitled Micrographics
Equipment Reaiew. The first issue, appearing in July but retrodated to

January, contained nine well-written evaluative reports that provide in
nontechnical language the essential characteristics and features of the
following microfiche readers: the Micro Design (now a division of Bell
and Howell) Microfiche Readers, Models 910, 920, 930, and 950, the Li-
brary Microfilms and Materials (LMM) "Advantage" Microfiche Read-
er, the Bruning Model 95 Microfiche Retrieval Display Unit, and the

Quantor Microfiche Readers (Display Units), Models 307, 308, and
310 .38

(Now that we have at least three difierent sources to consult when
searching for evaluative commentary on micrographics equipment, what
we seem to need is one consolidated index covering all three sources and
any others as well. In view of its program of issuing new publications
that tend to fill in the informational hiatuses in the library micrograph-
ics field, perhaps Microf orm Reuiew may wish to undertake the venture.)

Several new processes came to light that seem to be worthy of noting
here. One of these involves a new technique for producing low-cost
color fiche capable of being read on existing readers. Developed by Ra-
clio Corporation of America's Avionics and Special Programs group and
called Zero-Order-Difiraction (ZOD), the process is said to yield a high
degree of resolution and color stability by the embossing of a surface
relief pattern from a heated metal master onto a clear plastic base. The
system is expected to be useful as a low-cost, high quality technique for
micropublishing. (Should this prove to be so, libraries may stand to
benefit from the color-stable, low-cost micropublications so produced.) 3e

Another concerns the so-called "fly's eye" reader system that received
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some newspaper publicity recently. Ofiered by the IZON Corporarion
(Stamford, Connecticut), the IZON 200 Model reader weigtrs about
three pounds and has dimensions of 2z/-by-9r/2-by-12/2 inches but is
usable only with the specially prepared fiche (8-by-10 inches) that co,n-
stitute an essential part of the total system. The reader makes use of a
unique plastic plate containing 504 tiny lenses (the "fly's eye") , each of
which projects only a minute segment of the total image on the screen
from the fiche. Each of the lenses is fed its own light from the single
t-en-wa-j.! bulb through its own fiber opric filament (fiber optics are
threadlike fibers that will receive light aione end and transmirlt to the
other much as a wire conducts electricitv) in such manner that all 504
overlapping segments comprising the rotal image are displayed simul-
taneously on the screen, producing there the complete picture. Through
the use of a similar "fly's eye" Iens plate, the camera iecording process
captures simultaneously on an 8-by-I0-inch film all 504 picture segmenrs
which later can be reconstituted on the reader screen. After a very small
movement-.027 inch-the next page is similarly recorded and so on un-
til 195 pages are on the film, when the film movement will have been
only 0.4 inch. A similar, very precise displacement takes place in the
reader as the user moves from one page to another.ao (Though very in-
genious, this system will have virtually no application to library micro-
form operations because of the necessity to rerecord all retrospective
holdings to make them readable thereby.) Holofile Industries, Ltd.
(Woodland Hills, California), has announced a process that, using a
holographic memory unit, will store up to 200 million bits of informa-
tion on a 4-by-6-inch film. They claim that all the information in the
Los Angeles or Manhattan telephone directory could be stored on such
a film at a cost of ten or fifteen cents each, plus the one-time cost of a
display terminal ($500) . The catch, however, is that the machine for re-
cording computer output or other information in holographic form
costs "several hundred thousand dollars."ar (Such a process, provided it
can be made practical and economical, could conceivably have some ap-
plication to storing the vast amounts of information in library card cat-
alogs.)

So far as computer output microfilm processes go, the trend seems to
be in the direction of higher reducrion rarios. The federal government,
apparently the victor in its battle with NMA and others, has adopred the
48x ratio over NMA's 42x, and the U.S. Data Corporation (Portland,
Oregon), which began using 72x several years ago, is generating 3.1 mil-
lion such reduced frames per month at eight difierent locations. They
assert that 25 percent of their 72X business represents rransfers from
48x and the other 75 percent from customers first moving to COM on
microfiche.az (Special high magnification readers are required, of course,
to read such high reduction fiche.)

Newspapers, too, are attempting to combat rising costs by squeezing
more and more information onto a page of newsprint. The Washington
Post, in a paper-saving move, switched from an eight-column page to six
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wider news columns and nine narrower advertising columns and in

urged by experts in the library micrographics field'

Applications, Audioaision, Facsimile

library's 1.25 mill ion tit les.a6
Another university, Georgia Institute of Technology, which has been

using a coM microfiche catalog since 1971, explains the ecolomics be-

hinJthese conversions. The insiitution's library director, E. G. Roberts,

stated that the annual cost of updating the COM catalog is about $3'500
to $4,000, whereas the cosr required by similar action on a card catalog

would amount to about $8,000, without taking into account the cost of
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COM to library operations received some encouragement in January
when such a study was initiated by the council on Library Resources. A
panel of micrographics and computer experts met to lay the groundwork
for determining the degree to which present or impending 

-cou 
trara-

ware, software, and services can be applied effectively to library services
and operations. Matters to be studied include the current and prospec-
tive--cost ranges for generating COM output of bibliographic clita, 

-the

availability of character fonts and formats, suitability of presentlv
available readers and reader/printers, the limitations of coM^ format-
ting, user reactions, and the identification of existing bibliographic
products that are good candidates for conversion to COM.at

Some activity on the audiovision scene was noted. Early in the year
sony introcluced its Betamax, a device for the home recording on video
tape cassettes for later viewing of a program being telecast on one chan-
nel at the same time that another program is being viewecl on a clifferent
channel. (Librarians and educators tempted to make use of the device
may want to hesitate in view of the impending lawsuit against the Sony
Corporation by Universal City Studios and Walt Disney producrions.
These two producers allege that the Betamax "encourages and induces"
copyright infringement and have asked the court to ban the manufac-
ture, advertisement, and sale of the machines and to destroy some of the
tapes alreacly made. The motion picture industry estimates that it loses
.$100 million a year to those pirates who make and sell unauthorizecl
copies of copyrighted films.) ae On the other hancl, it was announced that
the National Broadcasting System, along with the American Broad-
casting System and the Columbia Broadcasting System, now permit ofi-
the-air video taping of certain news progra*i uy educationil institu-
tions, school systems, and other nonprofit organizations.Eo

Experimentation on the use of video discs for the high-density stor-
age of information continued unabated from the previous year. Digital
Recording Corporation described its high density 

-(300 
million bits per

square inch) video recording system that uses an optical recording tech-
nique to transfer cligitized material in the form of microscopic dots and
spaces to an inexpensive (twenty-five cents) fixed photosensitive disc,
which can then be read later by a photodiode scanning head machine
costing around $300 (in volume). The Japanese firm, Mansel Kogo, re-
porting on its contribution, indicates that it uses a helium-neon-laser
pick-up, somewhat like the equipment manufactured in the Netherlands
by Phillips ancl in the United States by Zenith, and that it expects to sell
at a price-around $lO0-somewhat less than the Phillips and Zenith
products.5l Another Japanese firm, Hitachi, has perfected a semicon-
ductor laser pick-up for video discs that makes usi of a smaller power
supply, is claimed to be easier to adjust and maintain, and is to be about
one-twentieth the size and volume of the conventional pick-ups. For re-
cording, a laser beam is pin-pointed on a two-micron area on 1 nhillips-
type video 6;rg.0z (It is too early to rell what, if any, application these
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high-density storage systems will have to micropublishing where multi-

editions are required.)
In Japan, too, experiments were to begin in Tokyo on the installa-

tion o1'a CATV net*ork that woulcl use wider-band, lower-cost, highly

expandable fiber optics instead of the conventional coaxial cable. After

fieid trials with some 300 subscribers are completed by 1978, the system

is expected to be extended, using central and regional comPut€r controls

that will enable subscribers to obtain many services via a keyboard.

Among these will be TV programs automatically transmitted on request;

still pictures on all types of specialized information including news; Pa-

comes within the scope of the definition. It is of interest, however, be-

cause of its size-four inches wide, six inches long, one-and-a-half
inches high. It has a two-inch screen, weighs one-and-a-half pounds, and

as see their favorite TV programs.s(i
On the facsimile front, activity largely centered arouncl publications,

especially those of the state-of-the-art kind. The RTSD Reproduction
oi Librury Materials Section (RLMS) Telefacsimile Committee com-

pletecl a survey of the use of telefacsimile in U.S. libraries and suggest-
eel publication of the results in the RLMS Microform Series that is
clistiibuted by the Library of Congress Photoduplication Service.s? In
Britain, the second edition of Brown's Telephone Facsimil,e for Busin,ess
is reviewed by J. F.. Aitken, who states, "It is highly recommended read-

ing for any potential rtser intending to move into this expanding
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!eta."|a Brown points out thar ". great stri<les have been made in
facsimile between lg73 ancl 1976" owing largely to a technique known
as redundancy reduction, which enables the lransmission of i standarcl
Aa p/2-by-llz/a-inch) document in less than one minute in conrrasr to
the conventional time of six minutes. Libraries having older, slower
facilities shoulcl find some food for thought in his .orri-.rrt that "re-
tlucing tlre time taken to transmit a docuirent from six minutes ro one
minute reduces the telecommunications charges by a similar amount ancl
completely alters the economics of using faciimile over long dis-
tances."se simpson's review of the book by Barrett and Farbrother en-
titled Fax: A study of th,e principles, praciice and, prospects for Facsim-
ile Transmission in the u.K. asserts, "For those who must decide on the
cost-effectiveness of a change to facsimile transmission this report will
provide a most useful reference."6o Some progress was made on stan-
dards for microfacsimile by the joint Nati,onal Micrographics Associa-
tion-Electric Industry Association Microfacsimile committee, which
completed its study of the objects for testing various parameters of such
systems and indicated its readiness to turn over the reiults to the parent
organizations for consideration.6l

Pu b I.i c ati ons, Research, an d pr of essi onal A c tiuit ie s
During 1976 publicarions abour micrographics, continuing the pat-

tern noted the previous year, appeared in suih abundance tltat only a
few can be mentioned here. Tlie National Micrographics Association
(NMA) introduced at its annual conference in Chicago the new 1976
Supplement to its Guide to Micrographic Equipment aid. thereby adcled
the descriptions of some fifty ne* prod,rcts ittai appeared on the marker
through December 1975. Also debuting there was-NMA's 1976 Supple-

Tt?t \? .its Micrographic Index that added 4bb new enrries to the olig-
inal edition. Released during the year was NMA's revised Basic u.s. Goit-

":?ryr"! 
Mic-rographic Standards and Specifications; its Micrographic

Time Capsules, giving guidelines for film marerials to be included; its
AV program Introduction to Micrographics in new Spanish and portu-
guese versions; its coM and lts applications, a compilation of thirty-
two articles from the lournal of Micrographics over i three-year span;
and its AV package, COM: Systems and, Applications.62

-. -E"!"p, for a few ircms, NMA's Journil of Micrographfcs contained
little during 1976 oI general interest to libraries. Arready mentioned is
Adel*ein's re_port on the progress of his task group's efiorts to prepare
specifications-for srandarai tor diazo and vesftulai film, sometliing he
envisions as being completed in about two years (from January l9T6) ,o.r
and his exchange of correspondence with James B. Rhoads, archivist of
the U.S., on the meaning of the adjective "archival" when applied to
microfilm.on The May/June issue is chock-full of information about
the history of NMA, including some of its major activities in standards
work and in issuing publications. Tracing the history of the latter,
Kiersky points out sorne things of which many librarians may be un-
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editorship of Hubbard W. Ballou.65
Somewhat more oriented towards librarians' interests are the new
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Brown's article "Business Facsimile," and another of interest is Butcher's
"National Data on Microfiche: Bibliographic and MARC-based Use of
coM."71

ln Mi,crofiIm Techniqttes, a controlled circulation periodical whose
subtitle, The Magazine for Operational MicrofiIm perlonnel, indicates
its raison d'6tre, Dorfman highlights his column "Shop Talk" with a
clear presentation of the various factors that must bi considered to
achieve archival permanence.?4

Elsewhere, Spreitzer, writing in ALA's Library Technology Reports
(LTR), reports on four libraries selected from "several dozen" he vis-
ited while on a Council on Library Resources fellowship grant as ex-
emplifying the best practice in microform operations.?s LTR also issued

the editorship of Carl M. Spaulding of the Council on Library Re-
sources. Ffe wrote the first article also-a primer on computer output
microfilm.rs The second, by the present aut-hor, discussed fiim types ind
the choices and problems they enfender.eo

Drexel University's Graduate School of Library Science devoted one
entire issue of the Drexel Library Quarterly to "Microimagery in the
Library," a collection of eight articles on various aspects of the past,
present, and future of that subject.ar Spigai and Butler do a superb job
of reviewing at some length from the information science and library
standpoint the micrographics literature of the past several years.82 Gray
cliscusses library microforms in an elementary fashion in the IMC Jour-
nal, the organ of the International Micrographics Congress.Es Dranov re-
ports on the results of her survey of about 150 libraries with microform
collections, apparently finding many well-known problems but few an-
swers.8,l Mann's Reducing Made Easy is written in an informal, chatty,
and anecdotal style that is ill-suited as an instructive medium on the sub-
ject of its subtitle-The Elements of Microfilm-for those in the li-
brary field.ao It is both undocumented and unindexed.

The University of California (UC) indicated the availability of its
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Union List of Serials (UCULS) that contains on 48x-reduced microfiche

approximareiy 244,000 titles held in the various UC libraries throughout

the state; and the UC at Berkeley also is publishing, in the same format

with monthly updating, a listing of the serials holdings of all forty-one

libraries on ihe-Berkeley ."-pot. And finally, the Library of Congress

announced its intent to publish a cumulated edition of the National

Register of Microform Misters in one alphabetic sequence-of five or six

volirmes covering the period from its beginning through 1975' -
Much of the-reseaich during the yeir concerned the development of

standard.s. The American National Standards Institute issued new stan-

clarcls on format and coding for computer output microfilmsG and on

storage o[ processed safety" photographic film. This latter standard,

whici shoulh be of speciaf itrt"t.ri to libraries with microforrn collec-

tions, covers all proiessed silver-gelatin (silver halide) - photographic

films that ure .onri.lered archival ricord film, as well as color, diazo, and

vesicular films. It also provides for short-term (up to- ten years) as well

as for archival storage.^82 Other standards-related activity took place at

the NMA twenty-fifiir annual conference in Chicago where twelve of

the eighteen standards committees met to present progr-es1 reports of

their irork to that date.88 Unfortunately, however, one of those not so

reporting was the Uniform Products Disclosure Committee, which was

esiablishid in 1975 for the purpose of developing a list of characteris-

tics that shoulcl be disclosed ty ihe seller when describing each piece of

micrographic equipment, such as cameras, readers, reader/printers, and

the life.'On work on one standard, the British seem to have scooped

NMA by issuing their new standard for microform readersse at a time

when NMA has just submitted its v
its constituency for suggestions and
struggles on standards, one with the
ministration over the terms of the l:
exposure to ammonia (such as encc
and the other with the iederal government over its efforts to impose 48x

as a stanclard reduction for CdM-procluced microfiche in opPosition to

NMA's 42x as a stanclard and 48x as a nonPreferred option' It appears

that the fecleral government is winning this latter bout.el It has also

been reported thit NMA has drafted iome standards for color micro-

forms birt founcl that color dyes on film are not guaranteed by the man-

ufacturer. so suclt film shoulil not be considered for archival use at the

present time.ez
stanclarcls, too, came in for some cliscussion at the joint meeting of

the ALA Resources and Technical Services Division's Resources Section's

Micropublishing Projects commirtee and the Reproduction of Library

Materials SectiJn's Standards Committee, which took place at ALA's

ninety-fifth Annual Conference in Chicago in July. The joint group re-

iteratecl at the meeting its stand taken lait year that, because- of the lack

of standards for nonsilver films, libraries should buy for their perma-

nent collections only micropublications on silver halide film'e8 (How-
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ever, as we indicated earlier, the likelihood that one nonsilver film-
diazo-can be certified in any standards for archival use is slim, if the
findings of NRCd's research team "thar diazo images faded relatively
slowly when exposed to actual or simulated ambient light and relatively
quickly when exposed to light in reader sysrems" are .'oilid and apply to
all such fiIms.) sr

Already at least two equipment manufacturers indicate an awareness
of this fading problem and even extend their concern to vesicular film
as well. Quantor (Mountain View, california), in the instruction fold-
ers accompanying its Models 305, 308, ancl 310 microfiche readers, warns
users to set the variable brightness condenser mechanism in the "for-

different diazo films in twenty-four different readers and found that

At the same ALA joint committee meeting, other standards were dis.
cussed, among them the important ANSI 239.26-1975, Stand,ard, for th,e
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to enable the prospective buyer to know what he or she is purchasing'se
Bibliographic headers for microfiche are also the object o_f efiorts to-

ward staniardization being made by ANSI Committee Z39lSCl33, which

report some serious study.
In the Unite{ States, Lee and Buck, considering some of the factors,

concluded that screen angle and luminance affected reading but that

est to slrch institutions.
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Two clevelopments in the area of bibliographic control of micro-

forms must be mentioned. E. Dale cluff, head of ihe Media Services De-

costigan to succeecl the retiring Hubbard w. Ballou as editor of Guide
to Micrographics Equipment. Ballou had edited the Guide since its be-
ginning and elevated it to its present status of "Bible of the Micro.
graphics Industry."rt. The organization also approved development of
a pilot program and test for the national ciftification of microfilm

il ,h_" library, and the selection, maintenance, and use of equipment. At
the latter, the same trio, along with Robert sullivan and charles
LaHood of the Library of congress, and others from both the academic
and commercial worlds presented their views in the second Annual Li-
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forms, and library consortium buying vis-a-vis the micropublisher' More

than 300 people attended the conference and some thirty-seven exhibi

tors displayed their wares-both publications and equipment.l12
The National Endowment for the Humanities awarded a grant of

$173,584 to the Organization of American Historians to fund a pilot

project designed to control and preserve via microfilming the newsPaPer

holdings of libraries and other institutions in a state. Iowa was chosen

tlre number of its processed volumes and pamphlets rose from 3,272,412
to 5,368,666 for a total increase of lr/2 times, or 2,096,25+.114 Elsewhere

deserved oubliettes and give them their rightful place in the sun. At any

rate, as Hamlet soliloquizes: "Tis a consummation clevoutly to be

wishecl."
So much for 1976; for a peek at the future and its trends and

desiderata, we turn to two well-known experts in the library micro-
graphics fielcls, Carl Spaulding ancl Allen Veaner. The former, after de-
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bunking some micromyths that were engendered by exaggerated claims
made for ultrafiche collections and very-low-cost portable readers, as-
serts: "The most important force in the field of library microforms will
be COM which will be used in more and more libraries of all types as
a medium for catalogs and other bibliographic aids."rle The latter pre-
sents an agenda for the future: "The degree to which microforms will
succeed in the academic community will be grearly influenced by the ex-
tent to which librarians commit themselves as professionals to learning
the facts of micropublishing, selecting only high-quality products, band-
ing together to promote quality projects, ancl supporring ippropriare ed-
ucational programs in the l ibrar| scho6ls."120

l. "Librarians weigh New 
""rr;:-; 

Effective January 1978," American
Libraries 7:609 (Nov. 1976) ; "New Rules on Photocopv Limits and Classroom
[Jse Set Forth in Full Text of Copyright Addenda," Amertcan Libraries 7:610-ll
(Nov. 1976); "f)o's and Dont's of Photocopying," Anterican Libraries 7:6M
(Nov .  1976 I .

2. Ted Sawyer, "Third Party Leasing," llelroductions Reaiezo U Methods 26:54-rtlt
(July 1976).

3. "Color Photocopying," Library Journal l0l:2221 (l Nov. 1976).
4. Allen B. Veaner, ".An Ominorrs Trcnd? I'art III," I\ficrofonrt Reuieu 5:l'r (Jan.

1976) .
ir. Carol R. Kelm, "ALA Centennial Conference-Chicago, July 1976," RTSD Neus-

letter (ALA Resources and Technical Services Division) l:S (Sept. 1976).
6. "Archivist of the United Stat€s Clarifies Meaning of Tcrm Archival," Microlortn

Reuiezu 5:9G-91 (April 1976) .
7. P.Z. Adelstcin, "Progr:ess Report: ANSI Activities on Stability of Processed Diazo

and Vesicular Films," Journal ol Micrographics 9:99-l0l (Jan./Feb. 1976) .
8. R. N. Broadhurst, An Inuestigation of the Effects ol Exltosure to Light on Diazo

Micr<tfilnt, (Hatfiekl, England: National Reprographic Ccntrc for doctrmentation,
1 9 7 6 ) .

9. "Gumming Up the Works," Miuographics Nezosletter 8:8 (Sept. 1976, Issue I).
10. "Jumbo Fiche-A Trend?" Micrographic.s Neusletter 8:8 (Sept. 1976, Issue I).
ll. "Confcrence News Notes," Micrographics Neusletter 8:4 (May 1976, Issue I) .
12. "Random Rits," Kodak Tech Rits 76:2 (Rochester, N.Y.: Eastman Kodak Co.,

n . d . ) .
13. Allen B. Veaner, "Danger from Trichloroethylene," Microlorm Relieu 5:89

(April 1976) ; Allen B. Veaner, The Evaluation of Micropublications (Chicago:
American Library Assn., 1973) , p.18.

14. [Advertisement] Library lournal l0l:Back Cover (l NIay 1976).
15. "Ammonia-Frcc Duplicating System Developed," Mi.crographics Toilay ll:57

gan .  1977 ) .
16. "Remember Ovonic Film? It's Alive and lvith 3M," Micrographics Newsletter

8: l  (March 1976, Issue I I ) .
17. "New Card Jacket," Reproductions Reuieu & Methotls 26:50-51 (fuly 1976).
18. "Product Parade," Micrographics Neusletter 8:3 (July 1976, Issue I) .
19. "CIS Acquires Greenwood Press," Microform Reuieu 5:264 (Oct. 1976) .
20. "Micropublishing," Micrographics Newsletter 8:5 (fan. 1976, Issue II) .
21. "Micropublishing," Micrographics Neusletter 8:6 (Iuly 1976, Issue I).
22. "Micropublishing," Micrographics Neusletter 8:8 (Oct. 1976, Issue I) .
23. "New England Board of Higher Education Completes l\{icrofilm Proiect," tr[icro-

graphics Neusletter 8:6 (March 1976, Isstre I) .
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24. "Newspaper Transaction," Microlorm Rettiew 5:91 (Aprit 1976) '

25. "Miscellany," Micrographics Neusletter 8:5 (fuly 1976' Issue II) .

26. "Miscellany," Mioographics Newsletter 8:5 (March 1976, Issue II) .

27. "Readers," Micrographics Today l0:lOO $une 1976) .

28. "Microforms for Serials," RTSD Neusletter l:6 (fan. 1976) '

29. "ALA, Warns Libraries of Objectionable Business Practice," Microlorm Review

5:89 (April 1976) .
30. "Sales Discrimination," RTSD Neusletter l:2 flune 1976).

31. "Miscellaneous," Micrographics Tod:ay ll:67 (Jan. 1977) .

32. Hubbard W. Ballou, ed, Guide to Micrographic Equipment, v.l (6th ed., Silver

Spring, Md., National Micrographics Association, 1975) , p.180.

33. "Conference Nervs Notes," Micrographics Newsletter 8:4 (May 1976, Issue I) .

34. Howard S. White, "Microfiche Readers for Libraries," Library Technology Re-

ports 12:471-560 (Sept. 1976).
3l'r. Judy Cohen, "Microform Reader Printers for Libraries," Library Technology

Reports 12:43749 (July 1976) .
36. Eualuation of the Fuii RFP2 Portable Microfiche Reader, TER 76/l; Eaaludtion

ol the Xerox 340 Microfiche Reader, TER 76/2; Eualuation ol the Kodak )21

Microfiche Read,er,'fER 76/3; Eaaluation ol the Kod'ak )22 Roll Film Read'er,

TER ?6/4; pvalsalion of the Marshall Smith Library Desk'Top Microfilm

Reader, TER 76/5 (Hatfield, England: National Reprographic Centre for docu-

mentation, 1976) .
37. "MCL Minor Portable Microfilm Reader," Reprographics Quarterly 9:15 (Winter

75i76\; "Bell & Howell Filemaster Camera," Reprographics Quarterly 9:67-68

(Spring 19?6) ; "Fuji RFP2 Microfiche Reader," Reprographics Quarterly 9:lll

(Sirmmer 1976) ; "Xerox 340 Microfiche Reader," Reprographi,cs Quarterly 9:152-

53 (Autumn 1976) ; "Kodak 321 Microfiche Reader," Reprographics Quarterly
9:153-54 (Autumn 1976).

38. Micrographics Equipment Reuieu, v.l, n.l-3 (fan./April/July 1976) .

39. "And Now Zero-Order-Diftraction (ZOD) Microfiche," Micrographics Neusletter

8: l  (Dec.  1976, Issue I I ) .
40. A New Micrographic Read'er System with Superior Personal Use and Portability

Characteristics (Stamford, Conn.: Izon Corp., n.d.) .
41. "New Film Proccss May Slash Data Storage Costs," Lo.r An'geles Times, 17 August

1976, p.A6.
42. "COM Report," Micrographic'Neusletter 8:2 (March 1976, Issue I) .
43. "New Pos, Format August 2 to Have 6 News, 9 Advertising Columns," Washing-

ton Post, 16 Junc 1976, p.Dl0.

44. "Miscellanams," Micrographics Today ll:53 (Dec. 1976) .

4l'r. "More Libraries Srritch ta CON{ Cataloging," I'ibrary Journal 10l:2213-14
( l  Nov.  1976).

46. "Georgia Tech Cites Savings From Fiche Catalog," Atluanced TechnologylLibraries
5 :2  ( f an .  1976 ) .

47. "Micropublishing-Two LOC Publications Prodtrced by COM," Micrographics
Newsletter 8:4 (Sept. 1976, Issue I) .

48. "COM Investigation," Micrographics Tod.ay lO:74 (April 1976) .

49. Bruce Koon, "Red (Video) Tape-Do Consumers Violate Copyrights with Re'
corders?" The National Obserter,2T Nov. 1976, p.9.

1'r0. "NBC Permits Off-the-air Taping, Broadens Scope," Adaanced, Technologyf Li'
braries 5:,5 gan. 1976) .

l'rl. "Video Discs: Upcoming Competition for Micrographics?" Micrographics News-
letter 8:l (July 1976, Issue I) .

52. "New Technologies: Still More," Micrographics Newsletter 8:5 (Sept. 1976,
Issue I) .

!'r3. "Two-Way Home Video Tested in Japan," Electronic Component Nazrs 20:38
(Dec.  1976).

fr4. "Board Actions, January 7 k 9, 1976," Micrographics Today lO:54 (Feb. 1976) .
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5l"r. "Pocket TV Set linveiled With 2-inch Screen," Washington Post, ll Jan. 197i,
p.Dl2.

56. Patrick J. Leahy and Charles H. Percy, "The Fate of Line 2I: Will the Deaf
'Hear 'TV?" 

Washington Post ,7 Sept.  1976, p.Al9.
ft7. "Report of the RTSD Executive Secretary," RTSD Newsletter l:6 (April 1976) .
1'r8. J. F. Aitken, review of R. Brol'n, Telephone Facsi.m.ile lor Business (2d ed.;

Somerset, England: Stoke-sub Hamdon, 1975, 159p.) in Reprographics Quarterl^t
9:71 (Spring 1976) .

59. Ronald Brown, "Business Facsimile," Reprographic.s Quntterly 9:64-66 (Spring
le76) .

60. D. J. Simpson, revicw of R. Barrett and B. J. Farbrother, Fax: A Study ol
Principles, Practice and, Prospects lor Facsim.i.le Transmissi,on in the IIK (I-ondon:
British Library, Research and Development Dept., 1976, 43p.) in Reprographics

Quarterly 9:157 (Autumn 1976).
61. "Standards Activities," Micrographics Today 10:90 (fune 1976).
62. "New Supplement to Equipment Guide," Micrographics Tod,ay ll:13 (Aug. 1976) .
63. P. Z. Adelstein, "A Progress Report: ANSI Activities on Stability of Procissed

Diazo and Vesicular Films," .lournal of Micrographics g:99 (fan. 1976) .
64. "Dialogue on Standards: Archival Permanence," .fournal of Microgrnphics 9:193-94

(March 1976).
65. Loretta J. Kiersky, "NMA Publications-A Silvcr

Micrographics 9:237-43 (May 1976) .
66. Alan M. Meckler, Microlornt Marhet Place 197611977

Review, 1976) .
67. Joieph Z. Nitecki, Directory of Library Relnographic Sen,ices (6th ed.; Weston,

Conn.: Microform Revierr', lg76) .
68. Pamela W. Darling, "Microforms in Libraries: Itreservation and Storage," Mdcro-

fonn Reuiew 5:93-1fi) (April 1976) .
69. Jutta R. Reed, "Cost Comparison of Periodicals in Hard Copy and on Micro-

form," Microlorm Reaiew 5:185-92 (July 1976).
70. Bernard J. S. Williams, "NRCd-A British Contribution to International Micro-

graphics," Microfornr. Reaiew 5:34-37 (Jan. 1976) .
71. Roger Butcher, "National Data on Microfiche: Bibliographic and MARC-based

Use of COM," Reprographics Quarterly 9:104-07 (Summer 1976) .
72. Alan Horder, Conxputer Output MicrofiIm: Choice of Processing and. Duplicating

Methods (Hatneld, England: National Reprographic Centre for documentation,
ls76) .

73. B. J. S. Williams, Thesaurus ol Micrographics Terms (3d ed.; Hatfield, England:
National Reprographic Centre for documentation, 1976) .

74. Harold Dorfman, "Shop Talk-Film Preservation," MicrofiIm Techniques 5:7-14
(Nov./Dec. 1976) .

75. Francis F. Spreitz-er, "Library Microform Facilities," Library Techt'rology Reports
t2:4o7-35 (frrly 1976) .

76. The Sourcebook of Library 'f 
echnology (Chicago: American Library Assn., 1976) .

77. "Reprographics Services in Libraries," RTSD Neusletter l:12 (April 1976)..
78. Allen Veaner, "Micrographics: An Eventful Forty Years-What Next?" l1.l

Yearbook (Chicago: American Library Assn., 1976) , p.45-56.
79. Carl Spaulding, "A Primer on COM (Computer Output Microfilm), An Alterna-

tive to Computer Printout," American Libraries 7:468-79 (July/Aug. 1976).
80. Paul A. Napier, "Film Types: Choiccs and Problems," American Libraries 7:588-

89 (Oct. 1976) .
81. "Microimagery in the Library," Drexel Library Quarterly ll:4 (Oct. 1975).
82. Frances G. Spigai and Brett B. Butler, "Microgr:aphics," Annual Reaieu ol Infor-

m&tion Science and, Technology 11:59-106 (1976).
83. Edrvard Gray, "Microforms in Libraries," International Micrographic Congress,

IMC Journal 35:22-23, 26-27 (1576) .
84. "New Study of Microfilm Use in Libraries Itrst Published," Micrographics Neius-

letter 8:6 (June 1976, Issrte II) .

Anniversary," Journal ol

(Wcston, Conn.: Microform
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85. James H. Mann, Red.ucing Mad.e Easy, The Elements of MicrofiIm. (I)utham,
N.C.: Moore, 1976) .

86. "ANSI Approves COM Standard," Miuographics Today ft:12 (Aug. f976).
87. "ANSI Approves New Film Storage Standard," Microgralthics Toclay ll;50 (Dec.

1976) .
88. "Standards Activities," Micrographics Today 10:90 (June 1976).
89. British Standards Institution, Specifications lor Microform Rea.tlers (BS 4l9l:1976)

London, 1976.
90. "tJpdate on OSHA/NYC Ammonia Situation," Microgra.phics Neil,slettet' 8il

(June 1976, Issue I I ) .
9I. "NMA, Federal Government at I-oggerheads over COM Standards," Micrographics

Newsletter 8:l (March 1976, Issue I) .
92. "Microptrblishing Topics at the 95th Annual ALA Conference," Microform Re-

aieu 5:26? (Oct .  1976).
93.  rb id.
94. R. N. Broadhurst, An Inuestigation of the Eflects of Exposure to Light on Diazo

Microfiltn (Hatfield, England: National Reprographic Centre for docltmentation,
1976) .

95. "The quantor Model 307 Microfiche Reader (Data
Equipment Reuieu l:35-37 (Jan./April/July 1976) .

96. "Fuji RFP2 Microfiche Readcr," Library Technology

Display)," Micrographics

Reports 13:57-70 (.lan.

Series," Microlorms Unlirnited,, A Monthly
Laboratort, Uniuersity of Northern Colorado

Pagination?" Microlorm Reztieut l1:l8l (July

le76) .
97. "Revenue Procedure 7A-n," Micrographics Today ll:72-73 (Feb. 1977) .
98. "News From the Library of Congress," Microgralthics Newsletter 8:8 (Oct. 1976,

Issue I) .
99. "Topographic Maps: Geographic

Publication ol the Miaogalthic.s
l : l - 2  ( Ju l y  1976 ) .

100. Allen B. Veaner, "Why Not Shotr
1976) .

l0l. "Microdots-EPA Issues Interim Final Rules on Effiuent Guidelines," Micro-
graphics Neusletter 8:6 (Aug. 1976, Issue I) .

102. "A Talc of Three Publications," Micrographics Neusletter 8:4 (July 1976, Issuc
I I ) ,

103. George H. Harmon, Revicw of Herbert Spencer and Linda Reynolcls, Factors
Afrecting the Aztailability lsit) ol Microlorm as d Read,ing Med.i,um (London:
Royal Oollege of Art, n.d.) in lournal of Micrag:raphics IO:137-39 (Jan./Feb.
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Serials in 1976

JoHN R. Jeuns
H ead, Serials Depar tm'ent

Un.iversity of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona

Introd,uction

NY REVIEW of serials for 1976 must, as in recent years, give ma-
^(a' jor emphasis to the CONversion of SERials project (CONSER),
catalog codi revision, lsBD(s): International standard. Bibliographic

proved serials management at all levels.

Economics and Acquisit ions Trends
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son company has increased the titles in the Business periodicals Ind,ex
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Specifically, the study points out that the -need which p-ublishers-have to

,.'.rrre revenues from libraries is not matched by the libraries' ability to

meet the needs from their own materials budgets. It follows, then, that

if the closed economic system in which publishers and libraries operate

were left unaltered, a certain amount of attrition in journal titles pub-

lisher, or the author.

1976.8

situation quite graphically:

The economics of serials acquisitions and maintenance is becoming Ior libraries
what a perpetually growing proboscis was for Pinocchio; an unendurable, un-

sightly monitrosity'which threatens to toPPle the body that supports it'10
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tive serials collection and are questioning such criteria as dollars expend-
ed and volumes added as major indicators of collection quality. stoirage,
binding, and collection maintenance costs are being given- seriour consid-
eration in the development of serials collections, ind one solution is a

having a _significant efiect on the d.evelopment of serials record manage-
-"ll 

1l_d purchasing techniques. One result of the growing interest
serials librarians are developing in budget managemeni is anlncreased
use of the periodical vendor; and, indeed, a number of institutions are

tion of lack of interest in the journal. How can a library insure user
access to the journal? How can a library insure user access to materials
it can -no- longer afiord to acquire and maintain? Thus, another part of
the solution is resource sharing in the form of regional and nltional
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sources.2s
Yet another fesponse to the economic situation receiving,significant

attention in 1976 is the efiective use of microforms.24 The dollar savings

into the national bibliographic network.

B iblio graphi,c C ontr ol

doing more than just listening. Neal Edgar, a member- of the Catalog

CodJ Revision Committee 1C-nC; Team 2 (serials), has received six

to eight inches o[ letters and supporting documents dealing directly with
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aacR Rule 6 (entry of serials) alone.28 A distillation of this marerial
identifies five options on Rule 6: (l) do nor change the rule at all,
(2) do not have a separare rule for serials, (B) enter all serials under au-

-thor, generally corporate, (4) enter all seriali under title, wen if gener-
ic, and (5) enter serials wirh a distinctive title under title and alr 6thers
under corporate body. After sorting out the arguments presented in the
available literature and listening to serials catal,ogers debate the topic, it
appears that the majority of librarians favor one of the latter three po-
sitions. The decision of the ccRC at the 1926 ALA Midwinter Meeting
to endorse a limited concept of corporare authorship for all materiali
appears to support position (4) , with the modification that certain lim-
ited classes of materials will be entered under corporate author. subse-
quently, the Joint Steering Commirtee for the Revision of AACR
ISCAACR) tentarively agreed that the revised code will contain no spe-

cial rule for serials, assuming that fhe restricted concept of corporate
auth_o-rship endorsed by the ccRC is accepted and thai a generir rure
for difiuse authorship is adequate.2e specifically this means thar serials
entry will no longer be treated as an exception to one part of one rule.
Instead, the general rule governing choice of entry will apply to all types
of materials. It is expected that this rule (Rule l) willipecify the con-
ditions for personal author entry, define those items which can emanate
from a corporate body, and provide for title entry for all other items,
thus eliminating many of the problems associated with choice of entry
and-heading that now exist. since the title is the most stable bibliograph-
ic element, serial catalogers should all be happy with the resurt thit un-
der the new code most serials will be entered under title. As of the
writing of this review, thirteen chapters of the new code have been
written and have by now been sent to various library organizations for
comment. AACR2 will probably be published sometime between July
and December of 1977 and will be prisented at rhe lgZS ALA Midwin-
ter Meeting. However, the new code will not be implemented by the Li
brary of congress until 1980, at which time the libiary plans to close its
catalog and abandon the practice of superimposition. Edgar has written
two very informative papers for Title varies concerning the debate sur-
rounding serials entry and developments in catalog .ode revision.so-€l
Mary F,llgn Soper provides a discussion and history of cataloging rules
pertaining to serials enrry and their relationship to recent dev-lopments
in bibliographic control of serials.B2

The RTSD Serials Section Ad Hoc AACR Revision Study Committee
continues to provide a forum for the discussion of these and other de-
velopments concerning serials cataloging at both the Midwinter and. An-
nual Conference meetings of ALA. Rt ihe summer meeting of the com-
mittee, strong opposition was expressed to the Canadian and. European
proposal that the use of the word "supersede" be abandoned in succes-
sive entry notes and replaced by "conlinues" in all cases regardless of
changes in numbering. Related to this ropic is the decision or tn" I-i-
brary of congress to use Key Title and international Standard serial
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ity of attempting to reconcile a standard for bibliographic description

with conveniional serials cataloging, all should be taking an active in-

terest in the development of thlse standards. A review of the ISBD(S)

standard was conducted at the 1976 Midwinter Meeting and a position

* Ed. nore. This compilation appeared as number 988 0f the Monthly catalog,

following the April 1977 issue.
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fall the Cataloging Division of the Copyright Office issued irs first semi-
annual, computer-produced listing of periodicals covering titles newly
registered with the office from January through June l97G.sG In addition
to title, the list contains ISSN, when available, and the volume and issue
number in which it first appeared. This listing is a product of the Copy-
right Oftce Publication and Interactive Cataloging Systems (COPICS),
an on-line system developed for the Cataloging Division, which, since
February 1976, has been using the system to support its periodical ac-
cessioning activities.ez Beginning with the next six-month registration
period, COPICS will generate two print-outs for periodicals. One will
be a listing of all periodicals newly registered and the other a list of all
periodicals previously registered for which an ISSN has been obtained
from an issue registered during the period covered. In December the
Serial Record Division at the Library of Congress installed a computer
terminal for the purpose of accessing COPICS.a8 The Serial Record
Division and the Copyright Cataloging Division are studying ways in
which the serials control ictivities in eaitr division could be'of 

"use 
ro the

other's operations. The application form for copyrighr of periodicals
now contains an area for the registration of ISSN, albeit optional at this
time. The possibility of having the registration of ISSN connected with
the payment of royalties is being investigated.

Automation

By now a household word for serialists, thq CONSER data base has
continued to grow steadily throughout 1976, moving toward its objective
to cooperatively build a quality data base of some 200,000 to 300,000
records. The Library of Congress and the National Library of Canada
are serving as authentication centers for various bibliographic elements
within a record, as well as Key Title and ISSN assignmenrs. Approxi-
mately 40,000 records had been aurhenticated by the end of 1976, with
a goal of some 70,000 records by November 1977, when it is estimated
that the CONSER data base will contain approximately 175,000 records.
Presently there are some 140,000 records in the data base and partici-
pants are experiencing approximately a 50 percenr hir rate. Two new
participants were added during 1976, namely, the Library of the Depart-
ment of the Interior and Harvard University Library. While the bene-
fit to the file-building process from these two institutions is obvious,
their acceptance at this stage of the project raises the questions of cri-
teria for participant selection and stages at which new participanrs may
be added. This file-building phase of CONSER, partially funded and
managed by the Council on Library Resources (CLR), is now refened
to as CONSER I. CONSER I will end in late 1977 at which time the
project will be transferred to rhe Library of Congress and CONSER I
will become CONSER II, Planning for this rransfer is already under-
way, and the Library of Congress/Council on Libtary Resources
CONSER Continuation Team has prepared a report to aid in this plan-
ning. Briefly, CONSER will continue to be a cooperarive project for
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CONSER I and plans for CONSER II may be found in a series of ar'

ticles prepared foi the January 1977 issue of American Librari,es.se
Irr addition to its efiorts in bibliographic control of serials through

participation in the CONSER project, the Ohio College I ibrary Center

(OCLC) is forging ahead in other areas of serials record management.
The check-in module of its Serials Control Subsystem is operational,

for serials has been rescheduled for implementation sometime this sum-

mer.
OCLC is not the only network promising us a better way to manage

our serials records. The Washington Library Network (WLN) has as

part of its overall plan a serials control module, which will include

check-in and claiming functions, binding conftol, and management sta-

tistics. The serials control module will be operational sometime during

1977 and will be available for installation in other states, regions, large
libraries, or groups of libraries.al

At yet anoth-er stage in the development of systems for automated

serials control, the Stanford BALLOTS system (Bibliographic Automa-
tion of Large Library Operations Using a Time-Sharing System) ttp-

ports the ordering, receipt, and check-in of first issue and cataloging for

serials.
The increased interest that librarians are exhibiting in the various as-
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S erials Literature and B ibliographies

the first-issue is any indication of the regular fare to be expected. from
this publication, it is one journal in the collection well worth its cost.

with the currenr economic climate making deserection a hot topic
today, it must have required a certain amount of deliberation and cour-
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keep publishers up to date on new trends in microform publishing- of

p"riodi.ulr, as weli as provide a guide-for librarians to periodicals that

b".orrr" available in microform f'[m ail publishers. The newsletter will

contain announcements on new ventures in both the simultaneous publi-

cation of titles in microfiche and hard copy and standing-order micro-

f icheprojects.  .  r .
fire growing interest in the automation of serials control functions

over the;ast trio decades has generated.a, significant number of articles

dealing *ittt utt aspects of thii topic. Pitkin's well-annotated bibliogra-

phyro 
"provides acciss to information published on the automation of

i.ri"l, i..ords in the United States. The work presents in chronologi"al

order annotations of all articles de-aling with serials automatio_n pub-

lished between l95l and 1974 and ciied In Library Literature. Following

each citation, the content of the article is highlighted by three de'

scriptors identitying application, type of library, and institution' These

are'followed. ty *i6ei comprehensive annotations relying heavily on

quoted matter. One very atiractive - feature is an index by function'

*fri.tr allows the user to uace the history of a particular control func-

tion as a whole or the development of serials control functions in a par-

ticular institution. The absenie of articles on bibliographic control is an

unfortunate weakness in this otherwise fine work'

Ifowever, in the majority of libraries, serials management control is

still largely a manual process. Even in those institutions fortunate

enough io Lult" on-going programs in serials automation' various aspects

of seiials control f"t.tio"t ire performed manuallY' fhul the report

of the RTSD Serials Section A.d goc Committee to Study Manually

Maintained Serials Records should be of interest to all librarians in-

volved in serials record managemen
study begun in 1971. Tabulation ol

ies in the United States and Cana
check-in, claiming, and receiving me

forms and an appendix containing
the participating institutions. The r
ond'phase'ot iti study, which will in-clude acquisitions, selection/dese-

lectiin, cataloging, utta bittdittg. The committee's charge has been

e*purrded to irictute all types oiserials records in view of the grol'r'ing

,r.r-b., of systems employing some mix of manual and automated rec-

ords.- 
Among the significant indexes and bibliographie_s Published in 1976

is the second edition of Guide to special Issues and Indeies of Period-

icals,at which provides information on 1,256 periodicals that contain spe-

cial ieatures or supplementary issues, editoriil indexes, or indexes to ad-

vertisers. A new fiiture of the second edition is the "Classified List of

Periodicals," which lists titles covered by broad subject categories- A more

detailed index to the special or feature issues also is provided. The guide

helps to fill the need ftr easy access to -the rapidJy -gtg*i"g lody 
of spe-

ciafized data contained in consumer trade and technical periodicals.
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Another index helping to fill a long-felt need is the French period,-
ical Index, 1973-1974, which covers French periodicals of a general or
popular nature, such as sondages or Realites.rs seven titles ari included
in this subject index, and three more will be added to the volume for

tion of most academic libraries serving the liberal arts.
. Kraus-Thomson has recently issued an index providing access to the
contents of more than, 100 English-language little magazines in a single
alphabetical listing of contributors.ae lJnder each contributor, entries
are separated into works by and works about that person. Bibliographic
information for each entry includes an indication of form, such as
poem, play, review, etc.

Education for Serials Librarians

It is indeed starrling that with all the furor serials activities have

nical Services committee devoted its program meeting at rhe 1926 An-
nual conference to the problem of education for seriils librarians. The
program featured four speakers discussing various aspects of the prob-
lem and its solution, including the proi and cons of adding sirials
courses to the library school curriculum and the need for some form of

The RTSD Serials Section Regional serials workshops committee
also is involved in education for serials librarians. In addition to en-
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the summer.

Copyright

proof lie-libraries or publishers? One thing _seems certain: increased

iecord keeping for libraries. However, it should not require another six-
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aspects of the controversy surrounding photocopying and interlibrary
loan and its effect on the library and its users.64

Publishers still blame cooperative sharing of resources and photo-
copy for a decrease in sales. Librarians on rhe other hand contend that
tight budgets are restricting buying and that only low-use titles are get-
ting .trimmed.so A study conducted by Line and Wood supports ihe
position of librarians.66 The study finds no evidence that increased li-
brary cooperation and the economic difficulties experienced by journal
publishers have any cause-and-efiect relationship. The study goes on to
suggest that both are due to the same cause-a tight market and increases
in the cost and volume of production-and that the undue concern with
photocopying on the part of the publishers might be more profitably di-
rected toward seeking positive solutions to their problems.

Summary

Examination of developments in the various areas of serials activity
in 1976 makes clear the interrelationships and interdependence of all
facets of serials work. Projects in automation are afiected by develop-
ments in bibliographic control and standards work. Serialists working
with collection development are concerned with emerging cooperative
programs and trends in microform publication. Subscription agencies
are responsive to the changing methods of serials record management.
Obviously, a decision in any one of these areas may have a significanr ef-
fect on any of the others. As suggested in the introduction, serialists
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Resources in 1976

J. MIcHenr- Bnunn
4 s s o c i a t e U niaersity Librari,an

New York University
New Yorh

Introduction

A NALYSIS OF THE literature and events of 1976 in the field of li-
.{a 6tu.t resources reveals a continuing and expanding trend toward
the formation of networks supplemented (or abetted) by a growing
litany of catchwords and clich6s: revenue sharing, no-growth collections,
steady-state libraries, cooperation, shared selection responsibility, and
others. It is not that these concepts are not valid and useful, because in
fact they are. But terminology pushed to the point of ritualistic Kyries
can sometimes add to a problem by clouding the communication Process.
There is already considerable evidence, as this paper will demonstrate,
that not everyone means the same thing with reference to such "ob-

vious" concepts as "network" and "cooperation."
Nevertheless, the trend toward network development, at least in the

short term, is clearly inevitable if not entirely efiortless. And most of the
developments in 1976 suggest there is reason for cautious oPtimism. Net-
works are offering more sophisticated services, spirited debate is ranging
over every important aspect of collection development, imaginative se-
lection and acquisition procedures are being tried, the Library of Con'
gtess is continuing to move toward a national library role, and the pro-
fession is looking forward to the White llouse Conference on Library
and Information Sewices tentatively scheduled for September 1978.

It is true that reductions in the size of book budgets for many li-
braries are still a problem. But in many cases, curent appropriations
give the appearance of inadequacy only because they may be compared
unfavorably with the soaring sixties, a period which, in any case, prob-
ably constituted an anomaly in the history of library development in
this country. Library literature regularly reports as many or more success
stories as failures with regard to library appropriations in general and
to book budgets in particular. And the stimulus given to network de-
velopment by virtue of relatively reduced circumstances will probably
turn out to have been a blessing in disguise. On balance, therefore, the
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picture is not so bad as it was a few years ago, and there is no reason to
suppose that recovery will not continue, albeit gradually and somewhat
ponderously.

Resource Sharing and Library Networhs

"consortiums of several institutions with mutual needs who have banded
together to share re$ources."l While this has the advantage of clarity and
simplicity, one suspects that something has been left out. In the interests
of filling in the picture a little, we may turn to the definition used in
Washington State for network planning and development:
Network means a statewide system encompassing on a formal basis all types
of information agencies meering specified criteria, tied together with a com-
munication system having bi-directional capacity, including a look-up system
and providing switching capabilities for optimum routes. The network also
provides the capability for communicating with information networks at the
regional and national levels.z

The disparity of these two examples is typical of conditions through-
out this area of the profession. One may as well fall back on an Oxford
English Dictionary definition of network as an "interconnected chain or
system of immaterial things." And it wouldn't hurr to keep in mind an-
other aspect exemplified by Emerson's remark that "English law is a net-
work of fictions."

One last example from the realm of information science will serve
perhaps to prove the point. Goldstein defines a network as "any coalition
formed by a group of similar or dissimilar libraries to share resources
and centralized processing with one another."s But this approach is re-
jected by Faibisoff on grounds that this definition "lends itself to sys-
tems, consortia, or cooperatives as well as to networks,"+ u1f of which are
presumed to be substantially different concepts and, in any case, are un-
doubtedly subject to the same conflicrs and disagreements over meaning.

Confusion over definitions and rerminology is often symptomatic of
deeper issues and is to be expecred in the early stages of grappling with
large and complex problems. The real danger lies in the possibility that
excessive disorder may spread to the substantive aspects of network de-
velopment. The National Commission on Libraries and Information Sci-
ence (NCLIS) has been sensitive to this issue, stressing the need for
coordination and rational planning and warning against problems inher-
ent in uncoordinated, sporadic system development. But there is grow-
ing evidence that "consortia and other cooperarives are springinf up,
expanding, and seemingly coming into direct competition with each
other in just the way NCLIS warns against."6

Another problem is the reconciliation of apparently conflicting aspects
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of a complicated problem, such as the question of cooperation versus

competition with reference to the identification of collection develop-
ment policies. In their survey of the development of major American
research collections, Edelman and Tatum point out that American li-

case that the research libraries of the country could satisfy their appetite
for books"; and while it is true that "from the turn of the century to

date, the topic of cooperation between libraries in the development of

their collections has been on the minds of university administrators and

its objectives:

acquired, could not each institution make decisions which would enhance the
coverage?8

The fact that most of the Washington netwolk goals are framed in the
form of questions is significant and suggestive. It symbolizes the fact

that we aie just beginning to come to practical grips with the problem,
and no one at thiJ time has very many answers. At this stage of the

game, it is the questions that are primary. How is the requisite informa-
iion on which to base selection decisions to be dispersed, and how are we
to insure that appropriate decisions are in fact made? Ffow can we con-
tinue to develop collections of real strength and distinction without

abandoning the principle of .distributed selection authority and responsi-

bility? In short, how are we to reconcile the conflict implied by the con-

cepts of cooperation and competition?- 
Perhaps there is no conflict at all if we are to believe Voigt, whose

observations appeared along with those of several other librarians in a

recent survey of attitudes and opinions on the subject of networks. It is

his feeling that networks should be relied on for the provision of ser-

vices, but that "networks as a substitute for resources [is] a badly over-
sold concept." While it is true, he argues, that "networks will help in

making disiant resources more available . . . Ineverthelessl as a substitute
for materials that must be available locally for research, networks can
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be of little more than marginal value, now, or in the foreseeable fu-
ture."9

Nevertheless, literature on library resources for 1976 shows the trend.

were analyzed by Burchinal, an outline of principles which should guide

_U-S. _cooperation in international information activities was ofiered by
Werdel,ts and Voigt reported on the development of a European infor-
mation network (EURONET).20

For a review of cooperative programs initiated by colleges and uni-
versities over the lasr century, weber's paper is indispensable. Fre con-
cludes by pointing our that "on-line computer-based operarional
programs constitute a radical and permanent change in cooperative
style . . . fbut that] the same type of problems as have been seen in co-
ope{ative examples" of the past will have ro be faced.2r And Weber
finds himself in agreement with Mayhew, who concluded that "the ma-
jor problems to be overcome with respect to educational or research use
of networks are not technical. . . . The real problems are political, or-
ganizational and economic."22
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source sharing is not a solution to the problems of library growth or eco-

nomics, but a means of improving service to library users."26

Growth of Library Collections

But deceleration alone is not sufficient for Gore and others present-

ing papers delivered at the Conference on Space, Growth, and Perform-

ance pioblems of Academic Libraries, held in Chicago in April 1975.28

Many of them are proponents of the "steady-state" theory of collection

gro*in and their ,;solirtions" range over the whole landscape: micro-

f*orms, union catalogs, comPact storage and storage libraries, interlibrary

loan networks, and so forth. Never mind that these are old solutions to

old problems and that the problems are still with us. At least this volume

conititutes a useful summary of what the profession has tried up to this

erating variables.
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most serious ornission concerned future funding for LSCA, which con-

tinued to operate on a one-year extension due to expire_ 30- Seftember

1977, but key congressional leaders promised action early in the next

session.

each of the following three fiscal years.

Library Budgets

remains to be seen.
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velopment of a formula "which allows for well-advised. cuts in the seri-

protocols' that will standardize the channels of communication between
librarians and facilitate complete access to information, even for a small
l ibrary unit."3e

Postal Rates

The latest round of postal rate increases went into efiect on 28 De-
cember 1975. The special fourth-class book rate is scheduled to be in-
creased over a four-year period by 80 percent. And the fourth-class li-
brary rate, which covers interlibrary loan and exchanges, is slated for an
increase of almost 350 percent over a period of twelve years.4o

Following intensive lobbying by the American Library Association
and the Association of American Publishers, Congress finally passed ma-
jor postal legislation (5.2844) providing, among other things, an across-
the-board annual subsidy ro the Postal Service of $l billion for the
next two years. This legislation was the product of a House-Senate con-
ference which reconciled the Senate bill supported by Gale W. McGee

-(D-Wyo.) with a similar bill (H.R.8603) introduced by James M. Han-
ley (D-N.Y.), chairman of the House Post Office and C vil Service
Committee. The intent of this legislation is to provide relief for mailers
by requiring the Postal Commission to take account of the "education-
al, cultural, scientific and informational value of mail to recipients" and.

!Y p_ermitting publishers to mail books to school and college-libraries at
the library rate. The bill also provides for the creation of a commis-
sion to examine postal problems and devise long-term solutions. In the
meantime, further cutbacks in service or increases in postal rates will not
be allowed until the completion of the commission'i report which had
a 15 March 1977 due date.
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Publishing Industry Actiait ies and Statistics

Production of U.S. monographs declined in 1975 by almost l'500
titles or 3.6 percent. But since the average price has continued to spiral
upward, the dollar value of total book industry sales was expected to in-
crease by approximately 8 percent, which would yield a 1975 volume in
the neighborhood of $3.8 billion.al

The average price for hardcover books rose 15 percent to $16.19 com-
pared with $14.09 in 1974'. Thus, the price has almost doubled since the
base year period 1967-69 when the average was $8.77. Periodical price
increases have been even worse, with the 1975 average topping out at

$19.94 compared with $17.71 in1974 and $8.66 in 1967-69. Serial service
costs, as usual, rose less precipitously to an average of $118.03, which is
in line with the 6-8 percent trend of recent years.az

Recently, some controversy, or at least confusion, has arisen over Ax-
ford's support of Frase's assertion that a more accurate guide to budget-
ing than ihe Bowker figures quoted above would be "the average price
per copy paid by purchasers of various categories of books . . . taken as a
whole."as The RTSD Resources Section Library Materials Price Index
Committee sought to clarify the issue by arguing that it is not an either/
or situation.s The committee notes that, while there is no substitute for

local figures in local budgetary situations, nevertheless the national in'
dexes ofier certain possibilities for which local indexes would be useless
or irrelevant. Among these are the following: indication of overall price
trends of library materials, development of price index standards,
source of statistics for the development of national policies and pro-
grams, and comparison of local buying trends with national publishing

Patterns,- 
The publication industry continued to be analyzed and dissected by

a growing number of qualified investigators in a variety of fields. As
usual, John Dessauer led the way by directing an economic review of the

entire book field.lr As a result of these studies, he found that three gen-
eralized comments could be made about the industry and the context in

which it presently finds itself: (l) the industry is extraordinarily com-

plex and io, of course, are its problems; (2) there is evidence to suggest

iontradictions between what many wish to believe about the industry
and what is, in fact, the reality; and (3) this is an industry concerned

with knowledge that really knows very little about itself. He concludes
by saying thai "this is only a beginning' ' Vast, unexplored vistas lie

ail ubo.ti us," the net effect of which is to cause us to be relieved that a

beginning has been made but uncertain as to the prognosis--The 
Book Manufacturers' Institute (BMI) at its 1976 convention

focused on "the general operating environment for book manufactur-

ing (and other elements of the book industry as well) " rn'ith_ emphasis

orieconomic factors, government relations, labor, and book publishing.ne

It was also anno.unced that the Book Industry Study Group, an organi-

zation which grew out of the 1975 BMI annual meeting to perform re-

search on book industry problems, is "now organizing a major project to
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research the possibilities for a statistical program to link manufacturing-
capacity measurements with rtreasnre.nen-ts of work loads and flows froir
publishers."lz

rf library/trade relations, a number
lucrs of the all-day program on book
: was held during the ALA San Fran-
hip of the RTSD Resources Section
e with the Association of American

Publishers. Geiser, Lane, and Jacobs reported on the substance of the
meeting itself,ra which depended heaviiy on rhe resuks of a detailed
questionnaire, selected portions of which have appeared in a variety of
sources and the full text of which has now been 

-made 
available as an

ALA publication.ae

A c q uisition Proce dure s

The year 1976 was unusually productive in terms of reports on vari_
ous acquisition procedures. These reports may be divided into two basic
categories: technical acquisitions processing in general and various order
procedures in particular.

. yi,l -regard ro the former, there were a number of papers which
gea]t 

,wi,th 
certain aspe-cts a'd problems occasioned by excliariges. These

tncluded an analysis of national exchange centers, with speciaireference
to the. efficiency of international exchairges of publicati,ons;50 a survey
of activities by the International Fedeiation of I.ibru.y Associationi

exchanges;5l and an outline of the
s between African and other coun-
reated by duplicate periodical issues
r improve handling methods.s Shaw
in the field of art at the Library of
:d by Rouse to develop a procedure

brary.system leading to a rormul" "iliJ*.n'tr: ffiJ"rt*r'ffdrktj;
techniques were_explored by Raouf to-predict ourpui urrd''"rrp"*.. ."-
quirements for bibliographic searching of monogiaphs.6o A nimber of
important studies based bn use and uier pattern's were published with
particular reference to acquisitions procedures, those of bepew,6z Mar-
tin,se and- Montgomery, er tl.,6e bein$ the mosr important. We might also
include the paper by New and oti in this c"teiory, since inteilibrary
loans can be interpreted as a type of user pattern.6o

with reference to order procedures, lcquisitions librarians were in-
terested to learn of Baker & Taylor's microfiche book ordering sysrem
fo.r bookst-ores.61 Ingram Book company has used such a systeri to ser-
vjce 

th9 librqy market since 1974, ind'many librarians expressed hope
that Baker & Taylor would follow suit.

- Experimental efforts under the leadership of the ISBN Data Trans-
mission study Group were directed towards-the development of a com-
puterized book-ordering sysrem. This group has alreidy developed a
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"common computer-compatible data format for the information normally
contained on orders for books sent to publishers and/or wholesalers."62
The group is also working on the possible use of optical character recql-
nition (OCR) devices and various methods of providing continuously
updated information for ordering and bibliographic purposes. And in

a related development, R. R. Bowker Company announced plans to in-
troduce an ISBN magnetic tape service for book ordering.6s

The future of approval plans as an ordering device is uncertain at

this time. Maddox wirned that they may become a "thing of the past"

unless a number of long-standing questions are answered soon.6a And
the best intelligence eminating from the RTSD Resources Section Col-

lection Development Committee suggests that "the trend seems to be to-

ward cancelling most approval plans, especially EnglishJanguage plans,

and defining and moniioring those that remain much more carefully."6r
Another type of acquisition-"plan" was explored by Cushman, who de-

scribed the use of booklease plans in academic libraries and summarized
their advantages and disadvantages.G6

Darling and Fayollat reported the latest developments in- the tech-

nical procissing sysrem at the UCLA Biomedical I ibrary, -including an

account of the completed feasibility study for addition of a subsystem
for acquisitions.6T

Copyright

After more than twenty years of legislative effort and political

maneuvering, Congress approved a comprehensive copyrlght revision bill

(S.22) on eO Septe-ler i$ZO. This legislation-provides the first complete

revision of the-federal copyright law since it was enacted in 1909 as

Title 17 of the U.S. Code. the long-awaited bill (P.L.94-553) was signed

by President Ford on 20 October and was scheduled to become law on

l'fanuary 1978. The extencled lead time was intended to allow the copy-

ri[.nt Omce ro revise regulations, forms, and publications- and to permit

th"e president to appoini the Copyright Royalty Commission as required

by the law.
Sections 107 and 108 of the new act will be of particular interest to

librarians with responsibilities in the area of resources. Section 107 spe-

cifically recognizes the principle of "fair use," which pl-aces a limitation

on the rights"provided 
^by 

copyright, and describes the factors which de-

termine the circumstun.e, ,rttde. which the use made is a "fafu" use' In

an effort to describe the minimum standards of educational fair use un-

der section 107, the Flouse Judiciary Committee prePaleg a set o{-guide-

lines for copying in edlcational institutions.6s These guidelines'

however, have noi met with universal supPort in the educational com-

munity, which considers them too restrictive for some purposes'

section 108 provides for distribution of single copies. of publications

by libraries ,rtrd"r certain circumstances. At the same time, this section

clearly limits such privilege so that multiple .9P19d":tto.l or distribution

which can be .oniid.r"d "sysrematic" ii protiibited. This provision of
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section 108 is clarified by a set of guidelines arising out of an agreemenr
between librarians and publishers with the National Commission on
New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works (CONTU; .00

A useful review of the new copyrighr bill and the problem of photo-
copying from the viewpoint of authors and publishers appeared in P,ub-
Iishers Weekly.zo It is clear that difierences still exist among the principal
parties involved in this controversy, and it is therefore fortunate that
section 108 also directs the Register of Copyrights to report to Congress
at five-year intervals regarding the extent to which this section has
achieved the intended statutory balancing of the rights of crearors and
the needs of users and to prepare appropriate legislative or other recom-
mendations. Perhaps this will be the means by which, in the words of
William Nasri, whose review of copyright is the latest and best available,
we will establish "a new basis for copyright that takes greater accounr
of the public's right to know and the author's desire that his work be
disseminated."?1

But CONTU also has a great deal of work left to do, particularly
with reference to the question of a clearinghouse mechanism that will
process payments for photocopying of copyrighted material. At the Jan-
uary 1977 meeting of CONTU, the National Technical Informarion
Service (NTIS) presented a plan which provides for NTIS ro act as an
experimental copyright clearinghouse service. This plan met with imme-
diate opposition from representatives of the Association of American
Publishers (AAP) and the Information Industry Association (IIA).
Paul Zurkowski, president of IIA, stated that: "The private sector is
diligently pursuing the establishment of the necessary clearinghouse
capability . . . [and] the information indusffy strenuously objects to rhe
so-called'reprint' service proposed by NTIS. "zz

Other topics of interest to resources librarians relating to the prob-
lem of copyright include a survey of photocopying among a large num-
ber of special libraries,Ts a report by the Register of Copyrighrs to the
effect that the Copyright Office will have to completely revamp its proce-
dures because of the new law,74 an analysis of the growth of photocopy-
ing in the British Library Lending Division (Boston Spu),tu a thought-
provoking lecture on problems associated with manuscript collections,?6
and an update on the controversy between the Columbia Broadcasting
System and Vanderbilt University with reference to the servicing of net-
work news tapes.7T

Goaernment Documents

The controversy over the level and quality of performance of the
Government Printing Office (GPO) continued relentlessly throughout
last year. Deputy Assistant Public Printer William J. Barrett argued that
service to depository libraries had improved and that "there is a light at
the end of the tunnel."?8 Some of the improvements he cited included
reorganization of paperwork, centralization of mail operations, re-
organization of personnel, and faster subscription fulfillment. He also
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defended price rises by claiming increases in paper prices of 98 percent,
postal rates of 400 percent, ancl labor costs of 64 percent. At the same
time, Barrett noted that GPO had centralized warehousing operations in
a large new facility, the backlog of unfilled orders had been reduced,
and a pilot project had been undertaken with the Ohio College Library
Center (OCLC) to provide cataloging data and catalog cards.

But the associate commissioner at the Bureau of Labor Statistics' Of-
fice of Publications, Henry Lowenstern, issued a report which was highly

critical of the GPO and repeated the familiar litany of complaint: in-
ferior printing, unmet deadlines, and excessive pricing. In fact, Lowen-

stern slated that the GPO was charging "more than three times the

recommend changes even changes to existing law"'80 The Public
Printer had already ordered a study of the entire documents operation,
and. the GPO authorized another conclave, called the Documents Dis-
tribution and. Pricing Study Group, and charged it to come uP with rec-

ommendations that will balance the interests of GPO with Congress, the

federal agencies, and the public'
The long-term effecti of these studies cannot be predicted at this

time. Yet it is hard to see how prices will go anywhere but up, although

services, one can hope, eventually may be stabilized and improved.

Microlorms

Fundamenral considerations which govern the choice of publication
meclium were examined by Otten.81 Emphasis was given to circumstances

in which microform is the preferred method of information distribu-

tion, and some attention is given to the expansion and future of micro-
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librarians should consult before making a decision to purchase. The
specific ALA agency to which problems and questions should be referred
is the RTSD Resources Section Bookdealer-Library Relations Commit-
tee, c/o Harriet K. Rebuldela, Chairperson, IJniversity of Colorado Li-
braries, Boulder, CO 80302.
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Terms of Use: Progress Report," Journal oI the American Society for Information
Science 27:73-74 (Jan.-Feb. 1976).

60. Doris E. New and Retha Zane Ott, "Interlibrary Loan Analysis As a Collection
Developmenr Too7," Library Resources dv Technical Sewices l8:275-a3 (Summer
1974) . This paper: remains an important part of a review of the year's work for
1976 because of recent criticism of the earlier methodology. See Library Re-
sources dt Technical Senices 20:98-104 (Winter 1976) .

61. "Baker & Taylor Microfiche System Debuts for Bookstores; Library Plans Un-
certain," Aduanced TechnologylLibraries 5:4 (June I976).

62. "ISBN Task Force Begins Experimental Use of Computerized Book Ordering
Methods," Publishers Weekl^t 209:4243 (17 Mav lg76) .
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63. "Bowker ISBN Tape Service to Start in February," Aduanced, Technology I
Li.brari.es 5:5 flan. 1976) .

64. Jane Maddox, "On My Mind . . . Approval Plans-Viable?," Journal of Academic
Librarianship l:22 (Jan. 1976).

65. "'Centering Down'; AI-A's Centennial Conference,"
( l  Sept. 1976).

Li,brary Journal l0l:1709

66. Ruth Carol Cushman, "Lease PIans-A New Lease on

Journal of Acad,emic Librarianship 2:15-19 (March 1976) '
Life for Libraries?,"

67. Louise Darling and James Fayollat, "Evolution of a Processing System in a Large
Biomedical Library,'; Med,ical Library Association Bulletin 64:2O-24 (Jan. f976) '

68. U.S., Congress, ffouse, Committee of the Judiciary, Copyright Law Redsion, 94th

1976) .
71. William Z. Nasri, Cri.sis In Copyright (Nerv York: Dekker, 1976) ' p.174.
72. "NTIS Copyright Clearinghouie Proposal Creates Controversy," Adaanced, Tech-

nologyfLibraries 625 (Jan. 1977).
?3. .'survey of Photocopying Procedures in special Libraries," special Libraries

67:27r-'74 (May/June 1976) .
?4. Ilerbert K. Ah;,i'Library of Congress Institute," Bulletin of the Ameri,can Society

Ior Inlormation Science 3:29-30 (Dec. 1976).
75. ;'British Library's Copying Grows-As Do Publishers' Protests," Adtanced Tech'

nologyllibraries 5:2-3 (May 1976) .
76. Michiel Holroyd, "The Wrongs of Copyright," Library Journal 101: l08l-83

(l May 1976) .
77. Cosetti Kies, ..Copyright Versus Free Access: CBS and Vanderbilt University

Square Off," lTilson Library Bulletin 50:24246 (Nov. 1975) .
78. "Depository 'State-of-the-Art': GPO Claims Improvements," Library Journal lM:.

2279 (r5 Dec. l9?5).
79. "GPO Shortcomings Ticked Off by Labot Bureau Editor," Library Joutnal

10l:648 ( l  March 1976).
80.'GPO Answers Criticism; Eyes New Price Hikes," Library Journal l0l:848 (I

April 1976).
81. Kiaus W. Otten, "Publishing and Information Distribution with Microform,"

Journal of Micrographics 9:127-3I (fan. 1976).
82. Alexander Beim, "Micrographics Management for the Federal Government,"

Journal of Micrographics l:23-28 (Sept. 1975) -
83. Albert James Diaz, ed., Microforms in Libraries (Weston, Conn': Microform Re-

view, 1975), 428p.
84, Albert James Diaz, "Microform Information Sources," Microlorm Reaiew 4:250-61

(oct. 1975) .
85. "Comment and News; ALA Warns Libraries of Objectionable Business Practice,"

Mi.noform Reaiew 5:89 (April 1976) .
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Year's Work in ,Cataloging
and Cfassificafion: 1976

Peur, D. Brnnrsron-o
Assistant Director

f or T echni,cal Seraices
Uniaersity of Minnesota
M inneapolis, M inneso ta

The developments in the fields of cataloging, classification, and the
technology associated with communication and manipulation of records
are so interrelated that it is difficult to isolate them and discuss them as
discrete entities.

Bibliographic Records

computer-output-microform catalog (COM) will, in time, replace the
card catalog and afiect the roles of the library staff and management.
Martin holds there is reason to believe the pace of change in practices
of bibliographic description will continue.4 

^The 
second. iaitio" of the

Anglo-American Catalogi,ng Rules (AACR2) and the announcement of
the Library of Congress (LC) anticipating the closing of manual files
to rely on machine.readable records will provide the focus for develop-
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ment of bibliographic tools. Each institution will respond to that de-
velopment in relation to economics, staff, and politics. Typically book or

COM catalogs will replace the card catalog. It is likely there will be a
mixture of on-line, book, and COM catalogs.

The Map Division of the New York Public Library (NYPL) has

converted to an automated cataloging system with final accepted catalog-
ing copy printed in the NYPL auiomated book catalog.r The Council of

Research and Academic Libraries (CORAL) has produced a union cata-
log of more than 600,000 monographic titles on microfiche.o

The University of Toronto his closed its card catalogs as of June
1976 and is now depending on a COM catalog with monthly supple-

ments, available in microfilm and fiche format.? The catalog contains

more than a million records and consists of a main section with full

catalog to a microfilm catalog.e
M6re than one billion calalog cards have been sold by the Library of

Congress in the last twenty years. In fiscal year 1976, more than 82 mil-

lion'cards were distrib,tied. Dirtribution of cataloging information,

however, extends beyond catalog cards to the sale of book and micro'

form catalogs and MARC tapes. The Card Division is now known as the

mat, b:as been published.ls
tuenc .orr"tug" continues to expand.lr It is expected -that 

during

lg77, MARC wilicover all currenr cataloging in roman-alphabet lan-

guages. Input of sound recordings and muiic scores, planned for fiscal
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The communication and display of bibliographic data are being af-
fect_ed by new technologies, and the traditionaf card catarog is being
challenged effectively. christophers reports on rhe machine-readable cata--
logs in the British Library Reference Division.ls Hiscocklo describes an

the pro ucts and services of automated catalogs. Scott20 and Markusonzl
provide overviews of the evolution of bibliographic systems in the
United States that speak of where we have been and where we appear to
be heading in terms of bibliographic record managemenr.

While current literature tends to srress new technologies in biblio-
graphic display, Kemp and Grady discuss rhe rraditional card-formar
catalog in terms of the divided catalog. KempCz describes the division of
a 2.8 million card dictionary catalog at the University of Oregon and the
implementation of improved card production and maintenance proce-
dures. Grady2s discusses different kinds of catalog division and the effect
of division on catalog departments in terms of cosr and physical expan-
sion of the catalog.

C ooperatiue Bibliographic Record Exchange

Cooperative efiorts concerning bibliographic interchange extend
from Universal Bibliographic Control (UBC) at an inrernational level
through national and regional cooperation. In June 1975, at an Institute
on International Standards as Related to lJniversal Bibliographic Con-
trol held in San Francisco, Tate traced the American cataloger's codes
from 1900 to date and argued thar rhe first stepping-stone to UBC is
maximum standardization of form and conrent of bibliographic de-
scription and that evolutionary progression from cataloging as an art to
that of a science must be accelerated.z4

The International Standards Organization ISO/TC46 Working
Group 6 'Bibliographic References' Outline ISBD(M) was circulated
to ISO member bodies for voting in February 1976.25 That draft was ac-
cepted by thirteen countries with two disapproving for technical reasons.
Sweden preferred the full rext of ISBD(M) to be accepted as an ISO
standard, and the United States disapproved because the 1974 text of
ISBD(M) did not conform in every respect to the ISBD(G) Internation-
aI Standard Bibliographic Desuiption (General). The presenr draft of
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the Outline ISBD(M) has been revised to take into account the various

editorial points made, and it is anticipated that it will be published in
early 1971. With the publication of ISBD(M) and its incorporation in

Chapter 6 of the revised AACR, one asPect of UBC became a reality to

those committed to the use of AACR. The ISBD(M) however, has not
been readily accepted by all members of the library profession, with

some librarians feeling they had not participated in the deliberations
and others expressing concern that the user would be adversely affected.

Consideraiion of the ISBDs and UBC has caused the American Li-

brary Association to increase its international consciousness. The an-

nouncement o[ the new ISBD (G) at the 1977 ALA Midwinter Meeting
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on cataloguing, in cooperation with the committee on Mechanization,
wjt-t.-oe workin_g on problems concerned with the form and reproduction
of library catalogs. A final element of the Med.ium-Term pro-gramme is
cooperation, as necessary, with the rFLA sections on various proLlems con-
cerning cataloging (1976-80) .

_ Four meetings of the committee on cataloguing were held at the
Lausanne conference. A joint session of the commitiee on cataloguing
and the subsection of Geography and Map Libraries discussed the-draf"t
ISBD (cM) . There was discussion of the terms used for "General and.

At the ISBD (NBM) session it was proposed that the ISBD chairmen

Librarians (IAML) and the fnternational Association of Sound Ar-

9hiv9s (IASA) held in Bergen, Norway, Augusr 1976, two meetings of
the joint IFLA/IAML Working Group on ISBD (Music) were held and
drafts of ISBD (Music) were discussed. It is expected that by April l9Z7
an agreement can be reached on a final draft, which will then be circu-
lated to interested organizations for review.3z

One of the foundations for efiective UBC is the ability to exchange
records in machine-readable form. Since the Library of Congress MARC
service began in 1969, national MARC services have developed through-
out the world. The structure of the MARC format became an American
National Standard Institute (ANSI) standard (239.21971), was adopted
with a few minor modifications as an ISO standard (ISO 2709) , and has
been adhered to by the majority of national formats. The structure,
however, is only one of the basic components to be considered. Others
include content designators, the contents, and the character set for en-
coding of data, with a defined set of codes for such items as language
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of the wofk, etc. These other components have provided elements of

conflict.
Recognizing the difficulties created by the lack of standardization,

IFLA crEated i Working Group on Content Designators in 1973. Their

charge was ro arrive at i standird set of designators. Liaison_was estab-

lishei with the ISO counterpart, as well as with the UNISIST Working

Group on Bibliographic Daia Exchange.s3 Meetings of both the IFLA

Working Group oitr iontent Designators and the ISO Technical Commit-

tee 46 liSO/TC46) were held in Brussels between 28 April and 7 May

1g76. Major p.o'ble-s remaining with atr international format

(UNIMARC) were resolved. Ir w;s announced that the format for

book materiais would be published before the end of 1976. The major

significance of the complition of UNIMARC for the U'S' is that it

sh-ould be an important factor in the ability of the Library of Congress

to accept machinle-readable cataloging from major Eu_ro?ean countries'34
prior tb a meering held in Paris in October 1975, UNIMARC was re-

ferred to as MARC International Format (Mff; 'sa

In the spring, Lc MARC Distribution Service-Books (canada) _be-
gan. This servicE cumulates monographic entries distributed by the Na-

iional Library o[ Canada (NLC),-converts them to MARC II, and dis-

tributes them to subscribeis. These records are not integrated into the

MARC data base.
Papers of the western European seminar on the Interchange of

Bibliographic Information in Maihine Readable Form held in Banbury,

Englaid, 
-in 

1974 were published this year. Resolutions of that seminar

,,rplport the development of interchange agreements, data processing

sta-ndards, and bibliographic standards-36
At the narional le-vel, cooperative efforts concerning bibliographrc in-

terchange focused, on LC as i national bibliographic.center.sT Standards

adopted*and products produced by Lc will have major-influence on Ie-

giorial and local situations. of major significance to the regional net-

i,vork is the .developing association between the Research Library_ Grgup

(RLG) and LC. A gtittt of $197,200 was.provided-to RLG by the Car-

rr.gi. Co.poration tJ develop, in cooperation with LC, a computer-based

caialogin$ sysrem. The project is scheduled lor eighteen months and will

providie rEmote on-line iccess to the MARC data base at LC'38

The National serials Data Program (NsDP) at LC has continued to

register publications by assigning an International standard serials

Nimber'(ISSN) to titles catalogecl by LC, b1 tt-re N-Tigryt Agricultural

Library, 
""a 

tl the National Library of Medicine. NSDP has extended

its .oo..ug" to include registration of titles inprrt. into the

CONSER data base. The first-issue of the ISSN Key Title Register,

which will contain the ISSN and bibliographic data on all titles pro'

cessed by the NSDP through February l975,ss was exPected to be pub-

lished by the end of 1976.
ISSl,i is one of several competing "standards" serial identifiers. Groot

provides a discussion of fouf "stairdard" identifiers including Coden,
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ISSN, Ruly Code, and Chronological Sigils.ao Allen and Beirne discuss
the advantages of Coden for on-line logging of periodicals in conjunc-
tion with the IBM sysrem Interactive Query Report Procesing
(rQRr.; rr

The Council on Library Resources (CLR) awarded a grant of
$165,800 to LC to support the sysrem design and programming required
to integrate the functions of the CONSER (CONversion of SERials)
project with other technical processing activities making up the library's
national bibliographic service. LC's target date for absorbing the func-
tion is November 1977. MARC serials tapes produced by on-line input
or authentication by LC began in July. During the period ending De-
cember 1976, LC added 4,253 new serial records to the CONSER data
base and distributed a total of 4.455 full-level authenticated records via
the MARC distribution service. The libraries of the Department of the
Interior and Harvard University were admitted as members to the
CONSER project during the fall of 1976, and the National Agri-
cultural Library and Cornell University signed a cooperative agreement
to add agricultural serials and journals to the database.az

Three other projects of national importance should be noted. CLR
awarded a $12,000 grant to LC for two studies aimed at improving the
Register of Additional Locations (RAL), a machine-readable file con-
taining more than one-and-a-half million records of additional locations
for titles listed in the National Union Catalog (NUC). The first study
is to determine how LC could use existing machine-readable data bases
to expand the RAL file. The second is to determine how often to pub-
lish a microform edition.as COMARC (COoperative MARC) records
became available in April 1976 through the MARC Distribution Ser-
vice.aa The name of this new service is MARC Distribution Service-
Books (COMARC). Agencies submitting records as participants are
Washington State Library, Information Dynamics Corporation, the Uni-
versity of Chicago, the Boston Theological Institute, Cornell University,
and Northwestern University. Finally, on a national level, mention
should be made of Cataloging In Publication (CIP) as an active and
growing cooperative project. More than a thousand publishers are now
cooperating.ls CIP programs have developed in a number of countries;
the CIP program of the Deutsche Bibliothek at Frankfurt Am Main is
two years olda6 and the British program began during 197537 In Septem-
ber 1976, LC sponsored an International Meeting on Cataloging In Pub-
lication.

At the regional level of cooperation, the Ohio College Library Cen-
ter (OCLC) continues as the largest network. During fiscal year 1975-76
participating libraries cataloged more than 5,700,000 books, an'd by the
end of 1976, the on-line catalog contained 2,250,000 catalog records. In
the late fall of 1976, the OCLC Board of Trustees established an Ad-
visory Council to examine and recommend OCLC's functions among
other elements in a nationwide library network and to propose a re-
organization plan.ls Debenham, Rastogi, and Scheiber have prepared a
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report on the public use of OCLC terminals in four academic and three
public libraries.ae Nitecki reviews the impact of OCLC on the adminis-
tration of a large university library's technical service operations.60
Stecher provides some insight into the economics of OCLC and the
problems of costing.rt Hewitt has reviewed the impact of OCLC on
forty-seven charter members.62 Only nine of those libraries reorganized
the department structure of technical services. The most marked effect
of the system was the speed with which books were cataloged. Plotnik
outlines OCLC operations for the uninitiated.rs

OCLC continues to grow with network development in Illinois, Iowa,
and Minnesota. The Federal Library Committee in May 1976 decided to
use OCLC for input of government publications and to use the result-
ing machine-readable tapes to produce the Monthly Catalog.6+

At a meeting held at the State University of Albany in November
1974, Frederick Kilgour, executive director of OCLC, suggested that
users could look forward eventually to being able to tap into the
BALLOTS (Bibliographic Automation of Large Library Operations
using a Time-sharing System) data base centered on the campus of Stan-
ford University.ss 16. BALLOTS system became operational in 1972
and began extending its services to public libraries in 1975 and more re-
cently to academic, research, and special libraries. A brief rePort of the
Mid-Mississippi Regional Library (Kosciusko) outlines their reasons for
selecting BALLOTS over other available networks: no binding contract,
no membership fee, the need only to search and not catalog on-line, ob-
ligation to pay only as the system is used, no programming or mainte-
nance fee, and no use charges per items searched.66

Plans for the Washington Library Network (WLN) continue to de-
velop. Objectives of the network are statewide sharing of resources,
econbmicaily meeting information demands of the state, and centralized
computer communications systems for bibliographic services. Eight pub-
lic library systems and the state library are currently ParticiPating in an
automated system that produces catalog cards, spine and book labels, and
resource directories. The resource directories are photocomposed using
a computer-produced driver tape. Franklin and MacDonald described
the development of the system and plans for future expansion for the
state network.6?

One of the more interesting documents concerning networking of
this past year has been Li.brary Networking in the West: The Next Three
Yeari.$ The assumptions in that document, if borne out in fact, are of
considerable importance. A few assumptions ate that BALLOTS,

OCLC, and WLN do now or will have on-line bibliographic systems sup-

Iy distributed records or maintain large files of unused records on-line;
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that LC files may be accessible for on-line searching; and that a national
library network plan will evolve as a resuk of "ritility" service centers

Jslch 
a.s 

|YIG9S), state and regional planning in conjunccion with
LC, and the National commission on Libiaries arid Information science
(NCLrs).

D e scrip ti.u e C at alo gin g

__ 
r{enderson provides an overview of descriptive cataloging in the

United States from I87G through lgz6,6e dealin[ primarily i"itL tne a.-
velopment_of-gen_eral codes for catalogers in the i-1.s. wigrrt traces the
history and developmenr of aACR r, the principles ot i"hi.h it was
based, and the practical considerations evoked in later stages that had
an eftect on the final rules.60 Frost discusses the Bodleian- catalogs of
1674 and 1738 in terms of modern cataloging theories, pointing ouithat
these catalogs were able to fulfill the funitiJns enn-erited. irithe paris
Principles of 1961, the principles rhat playecl a major part in AACR I
and that wil l play a parrin AACR 2.61

Literature concerning the revision of aacR points to an ever-in-
creasing momentum toward international standirdization. Anderson
observes that aacR 1 is a multinational code and urges continuerl consid.-
eration on the part of the editors of revision that will respond to inter-
national needs.62

This year has been a period of discussion, deliberation, and formu-
lation for AACR 2, the input period having ended in the previous year.
The first few months of 1977 will be a review period rimited primarily
to questions of style and consistency. It is expeited the revision will be
published in1977. Factors that have had great influence on the revision
include agreement between JSCAACR u.ta ffl.a on ISBD(G), which
will be the basis for chapters on description, and the desire to produce
a unified aacR text. These two factors should result in the production
of a code of rules that will respond to the present and future needs of
international cooperation. The associate editor of aacR is charged with
producing an abridged edition to be used in small libraries, in the early
stages of library education, and in places where English is not the native
language.6s

Deliberations, decisions, and evenrs surrounding revision of AACR
have been regularly reported in Library Resources 6 Technical seruices.
An update to Edgar's "What Every Librarian Should Know About the
Proposed changes in cataloging Rules,"or along with the originar articre
and B_uchinski's65 paper addressed to the Canadian library iommunity,
provide an overview of changes made and contemplated.

Buchinski outlines the general objectives of AACR revision and the
major policy decisions that have been taken by JSCAACR. The organiza-
tion of the new code will differ from that of AACR 1. Some of tde new
features will be: chapters on description preced.ing chapters on entry;
emphasis on general rules that outline the basic choices fbr entry; a new
rule devoted to defining changes in title; drastically restricred use of
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corporate main entries; no sPecial rule for entry of serials; deletion of

form subheadings; lack of certain compromises that appeared in the

1967 code; and reduction in the number of alternative rules. As a com-

promise, JSCAACR agreed to use existing romanization or familiar
iinglish versions for names consisting of forenames only. Systematic

rorianization according to the ISO transliteration tables will be used as

examples for headings-with surnames. The ISO scheme will not be en-

dorsed as such in the revised AACR, but the preference for an interna-

tional scheme will be implied through examples. Buchinski suSSests that

the adoption of the entire code will not be possible unless national li-

braries are prepared to close their catalogs. Descriptive. cataloging

changes coula ne adopted. without undue difficulty. Chang^es in choice of

entry also may prove to be relatively easy to adopt. Difficult areas ale

thosi that require different forms of heading and thus suggest revision

of large files.
REvision of AACR, the CONSER program, ISBD(S)' and the NSDP

have generated interest in the problem of entry of serials. Soper reviews

problEms of serial entry and suggests that the Present rules. do not

ir,r*"r the question of whether a serial is important becarrse of format

or because of content.o6 Format would suggest the need for $eParate

rules. Content would suggest that rules for other material should also

apply to serials and that authorship be the most important determinant

"? "nt.y. 
After much deliberation ind argument, AACR 2 rules will re-

sult in title enrry for most serials, but the possibility of author entry is

retained. Stress is placed on content of the material rather than forrnat.

The same basic rules will apply to all materials. Description of serials

will have special rules, but entry and heading will follow the rules for

monographs.
Wlth'regard to nonbook materials, LC began to apply rules in

chapter l2 AACR 2 in March. Cataloging is limited to motion pictures,

filrristrips, slide sets, and sets of tranJpaiencies.o? Video recordings dis-

tributed by the National Audio-Visuaf Center also are included. Imple-

mentation of revisecl rules necessirated revising Films: a MARC Format

and preparing a manual for its use by the N{ARC Editorial Division.

fi, fViuy, Jhupt". 14, revised te*i, wus published,os incorp_o-rating all

currently valid ievisions. It is approp-riate to note that in March, the

Music sbction of the Descriptive cataloging Division completed a one-

year pilot project to provide cornposer-title idded €ntries (analytics) for

*orrtti, t.."^.aing collections.o, p.rdittg a decision on whether they will

adopt these ana"lytics as a standard practice, the section will continue to

provide them.
In their Stand,ard,s for Cataloging Nonprint Materiak (4th ed'), Tol-

lin and Quinly aftempr to reflect the current thinking -of those u.s.'

Canadiailand British brganizations that have participated in the discus-

sions of cataloging standards for nonbook materials.?o These authors

recommend AACE be used for cataloging audiovisual materials. From

a British point of view, crogh"n p..rents a description of a bibtiograph'
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jc system for nonbook materials. The work is supported by an extensive
bibliography.?l A task force on nonbook media of the National Com-
mission on Libraries and Information Science (NCLI.S) has undertaken
a project to develop a national data base of information on nonprint
materials.Tz An advisory team working under the aegis of NCLIS and
the Association for Educational Communications and Technology
(AECT) will assist in drafting basic specificarions for bibliographic in-

formation. Advisers on the panel represent state libraries, publishers, the
Library of Congress, the National Audio Visual Center, and the Na-
tional Information Center for Educational Media.

Shoyinka outlines problems of applying aurhor and subject headings
for state governments of Nigeria based on AACR and LC subject head-
ings.za Her consideration is evidence of international application of
AACR; further evid.ence is found in the workshop on AACR held in
the National Library of Kenya in February.z4 Sayre and Hamburger
have provided an illustrated guide to ISBD(M),16 and Ffoffman has un-
dertaken to reexamine the concepts that underlie the practice of descrip-
tive cataloging.?o

The new Danish cataloging code was introduced into the Dansk
Dogfortegnelse (Danish National Bibliography) and all public libraries
in January 1976.17

The Royal Library of Copenhagen and several other academic li-
braries also adopted the new code, which is based on AACR. The old
rules for entry of serials have been retained :until AACR questions con-
cerning entry are clarified. The Danish Cataloguing Rules Committee
supports main entry for serials.

Lee provides a brief history of cataloging codes in Korea. In recent
years, major universities and research libraries in Seoul have adopted
AACR with modifications to fit various scripts and publishing traditions.
Korean libraries have followed and participated in activities to establish
ISBDs and cataloging codes.?8

As the time approaches for the publication of AACR 2, concerns are
being expressed that perhaps the revision has moved too fast and cov-
ered too much ground with the result that it may fail to meet its goal.
Richmond urges further research and expresses concern that catalog
code revision has never been based on experimental data.Te The ultimate
aim of that research would be to provide adequate models for qualita-
tive analysis of rule generation. She observes that machine-readable cata-
logs provide possibilities for such research. Another form of analysis of
AACR has been done by Packer and Schabas.s0 Their method relies on
a decision-flow chart to interpret and clarify the logic of revised chap
ter 6 AACR for including the dates of publication in a catalog entry.

In the area of script conversion and transliteration, Wellisch reports
on results of a questionnaire submitted to 320 national, university, pub'
lic, and special libraries in 55 countries with substantial holdings and
dissimilar scripts in order to ascertain script conversion practices.sl fle
finds a considerable diversity of romanization practices, with a large
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mezrsure of uniformity only in the U.S. and Canada, due to an almost
complete adoption of LC romanization. A survey of transliteration sys-
tems used in the national and other major libraries of various European
countries for the Russian cyrillic alphabet by D. Smith and V. G. I.
Smith found thirteen separate transliteration systems curently in use.82
The survey concludes that there seems little likelihood of achieving na-

tional or international agreement on the use of any single system. Cur-
rently valid ALA-LC romanization tables are being printed and made

Subject Analysi,s

The centennial anniversary of the publication of the Dewey Decimal
Classification (DDC) occasioned numerous programs and publications.
At a program in July 1976 cosponsored by the Resources and Technical
Serviies Division and the Cataloging and Classification Section, Phyllis
Richmond discussed the continuing problem of establishing meaningful
cataloging standards in the absence of adequate empirical research,
Richard Sealock emphasized the international cooperation that has char-
acterized the history of the DDC, and Benjamin A. Custer gave a brief
history of the development of DDC.

The University bf Illinois/Forest Press Allerton Park Institute in
November 1975 provided an in-depth discussion of classification systems
in general and of DDC in particular. Topics ranged from a look at re-

cent editions of Dewey, to a comparison of DDC with LC, to an exam'
ination of classification and subject retrieval.ss

On 26-30 September, the Dewey Decimal Classification Centenary
was observed at a conference held in Banbury, Oxfordshire, England,so

sponsored by the (British) Library Association and supported by the
Forest Press, with representatives from the United States and nineteen
European countries. Papers \,vere presented reflecting four recurrent
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themes: stability of classification vs. change, concern about the index,
the effects on DDC of computers and automation, and. interest in inter-
nationalism.

The May issue of International classification, dedicated to Melvil
Dewey, included a tribute by Gopinath to Dewey and Ranganathan"

loting their.contributions to libriry science and to the proflssion in
their respective countries.s? The centennial of DDC wai marked by
comaromi's detailed study of the eighteen editions8s and by a facsimile
reprint of the first edition by Forest press.

During the period I January lg75 through 7 November 1g75, the For.
est -Press sponsored a study to measure the use of DDC by U.S. and Ca.
nadian libraries of difierent sizes and types, to obtain information about
application of DDC to library collections, to d.etermine problems of ap-
plication, and to ascertain to what exrent DDC is taught in ribraiy
schools. rn the 1970s, DDC remains the predominant classi-fication sysrem
in the world. It is used by 85 perceni of all Iibraries in the English-

lpgakjng world.se A comprehensive report of that study has been pub-
lished.so Downing notes that there is greater use of Dewey by libriries
in those countries where the national bibliographies are arranged by
DDC and that DDC has been steadily developing in an internirional
context with the British National Bibli"ograph) and the LC Decimal
Classification Division having a working 

*agreement.sl 
That agreement

and working relationship has been described in some detail by Trotter.ez
Lewis reports on factors that have influenced the work of the British Li-
brary Working Party on Classification and Indexing, established in lgTZ
"to examine various classification and indexing systems currently in use
in the various components of the British Libriry and to consider possi
bilities of rationalisation taking into account the need for standaidisa-
tion nationally and internationally."oe pp6 was accepted "insofar as a
single scheme proves to be necessary" for the British Library.

Friis-Hansen reports that classified catalogs are now the only subject

]PPro19h in Danish public libraries.sa "Danish Dewey" has gone through
five editions since 1915 and is used in public schools, teac[er school li-
braries, the Royal Library, and the Danish national biblio.graphy. He
also observes that DDC dominates classification in Canada, Australia,
South Africa, and the new nations formerly under the British flag and
concludes that, while DDC is an American classification, it is one 

-of 
in-

ternational standing and application.
Bloomberg and Weber provide a concise introduction to DDC, with

a brief history and outline of the characteristics of the classification and
of the full tables, for technical assistants.eE Davis suggests to the
classifier a means by which DDC may be expanded using negative num-
bers.ec He describes an extension of DDC notation as ii hal been used.
f_or computer-based Selective Dissemination of Information (SDI) and
discusses implications for other automated systems.

Pre?aration of the nineteenrh edition of DDC continues, looking
toward publication in 1979. At the March meeting of the Decimal Clas-
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sification Editorial Policy Committee, final approval was given to all

draft schedules except 6lb lMedical Sciences) and 020 (LibrTy and In-

formation Sciences). Coordination continues with the British National

B i b ti o gr a p hy, the A u s tr ali an N a t i on aI B ib li, o gr ap hy, -an! - C3n a di an a and

is beirig iniiiated with the South African National Bibliography.oz A,

that saire meeting, it was recommended that a manual for user applica'

tion be preparedlnd that there be workshops for teachers,_ administra-

tors, andclaisifiers on the odcasion of the publication of DDCI9'

In Aprit 1974, changes were made in the local governm€nt of Eng-

land and Wales that wire reflected in a revision of the subdivision of

area notarion 42. These new DDC subdivisions have been published in

full for British Libraries. The complete revision will be generally dis-

tributed only with the publication of DDCI$. A summary has been pro-

vided in Dewey Decimal Classification, Additions, Notes and Decisions,

October lgT4iApril 1975. An article by Downing rationalizes the

change.es
t'he major changes planned for DDCIS include phoenix schedules:

224 and.329 will bJmeiged at 324; 301 (Sociology) will be completely

revised using numbers 3Ot-07; and 360 will have been substantially re-

vised, especiilly 361 and 3G2. Subjects at present in 614, which deal with

services iather than techniques, will be located in 360.ee The only other

phoenix, 780 (Music), is under discussion. That revision was done in
'Britain 

and supported by a grant fl"om Forest Press to the (British) Li-

brary Associ21i6n.1oo
LC classification (LCC) development work continues on the class K

project. Subclass K Law (Cenerali was to be published in 1976. Sub-

Auri ff (Law of Canadaj and KKC (Law of Germany) are complete

in part but have not yer been edited. Schedules for French and Latin

American Law are in progress. The third edition of class c (Auxiliary

Science of History) .nd 
"th" 

fourth edition of class G (Geography,

Anthropology) were published during the yea1, Subclass K Law (Gen-

eral) w^as up'pii.a to iC cataloging in-July.lol Classification revisions for

Poland, naiiern Europe, and Hungary have been printed, while those

for East European areas are under development.
pollard his asserted the need of a revision of the LC classification

for social and clinical psychology because the schedule for social psy-

chology is outdated and clinicai psychology is an applied field of psy-

chology rather than psychiatry.loz
Stivenson considirs the relationship of LCC to DCC, observes that

there has been no objective evaluation and comparison of the-two classi-

fications, and suggesis areas in need of research'lo3 Hs feels that al-

though the shift 
"ii 

popularity from DDC to LCC may have -lost 
some

of its"momentum, it *iit ttot be reversed unless there are drastic changes

in the relationship between DDC and bibliographic- nge{*olacademic

librarians. He speculates that if LC continues to include DDC numbers

on all items issued in MARC taPes, then DDC may be a serious con-

tender on the international level.
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one of the major events in classification in 1926 was the announce-

feel the future of BC resrs with the fact that ir is a considerable ad-
vance on the existing general classifications. A large range of special li-
braries and information services are likely to find nc to be b-eneficial.
The question of incorporating BC in ttre MeRc record has been raised

scheme meets with a successful reception, there should be no difficulty
in having BC class marks added to MARC tapes and perhaps even LC
cards. Fre provides interesting insights into Bliis, the min and the schol-
ar. Dahlberg identifies Bliss' contribution to classification as having put
libraty classification in closer relationship with philosophical priniiptes
of classification, i.e., with the conceptual foundations- of clais forma-
tion, division, and partition.loo

Mowery reports, as a result of a survey during lgTl-72, that seventy
years after Charles Cutter's death, his classification scheme was still in
use in a dozen libraries in the U.S. and Canada. Those libraries range in
nurnber of volumes from 2I,900 ro more than 450,000.10?

Another classification revision of significance is that of the London

A series of articles concerning problems and solutions in classifica-
tion in the visual arts was published by the Art Library Society of North
America.l0e A review of the literature of document classification and a
presentation of the document classification scheme used by the Universi-
ty of Texas at El Paso is described by Siler-Regan, McClure, and Ether-
edge.rro

The latest section of the English full edition of the Universal Deci-
mal Classification (UDC) to be published by the British Standards Insti-
tution is BS 1000 172], containing UDC 72 Architectut"e. This schedule
provides a systematic classification of information about esthetic, stylis-
tic, and historical aspects of buildings and buildings according ro func-
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plished in desoiptive cataloging control by ISBD.
The first Ringanathan Award for Classification Research of the

Committee on Clalsification Research of the International Federation
for Documentation (FID) was presented to Derek ,{s51in.112 The award

will be made every two years for the outstanding contribution in the

field of classification.
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ple.mental tapes available from 19z6 on. purchasers of tapes will be re-
quired to develop their own maintenance systems. subs&ibers also re-
ceive a copy of authorities: a MARC Format and other technical
specifications. Tesr tapes of both name and subject authority files are
available. The distribution of name aurhoritiei will probabry begin
somerime in 1977.118

Critics of LC subject headings continue to question the adequacy of
the_ system. Dickinson describes the Hennepin 

-County 
Library 

-(HCL)

(Minnesota) automated subject authority control system, which is'asseri-
ed to provide a flexible, changeable subject authority system responsive
to current patron needs.l2o

In February 1977,IJCL will issue its authority file in microfiche for-
mat, ofiering annual subscriptions. The file contains lgg,000 terms in one
alphabet, including aurhori both LC and HLC modified personal and.
corporate, and subject headings of which l5 percent are HLC originat-
sfl.r21 ft65s describes the Bell Laboratories 

-Library 
Network subSect

heading authority list in machine-readable form and its mainrenance.
This list comprises 15,000 headings based on LCSH practice and modi-
fied to reflect telecommunications research in1s1gs1s.1z2

While there is considerable discussion of the effectiveness of subject
headings, there appears to be little research. An investigation by Mc-
Clure suggests the nss{.128 He examines subject and addCd entries as a
means to gain access to information contained in titles listed in the Na-

subject added entries and replace them with machine-produced subject
catalogs where the "work" will be subject indexed and not the "book."

Subject analysis for audiovisual materials presents special problems.
There are those who feel that standard subiect analysis is not well suited
to audiovisual materials. In July 1975, the Cataloging and Classification
Section of ALA appointed an Ad Hoc Committee on Subject Analysis
of Audiovisual Materials "to investigate and identify any difierences in
subject analysis and control requirements of nonbook materials and
books," with a final report due in 1977. As part of the investigation,
Weihs gathered information from the Canadian community.l24 Subject
heading systems most frequently discussed were Sears and LC. PRECIS
is not considered by the committee to be used widely enough to come un-
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der the committee terms of reference. Concern was exPressed that non-

book materials, being less browsable than books, need more precise sub-
ject headings. The nied for currency in subject headings was considered

important. For example, video tapes may create instant new subJect con-

teni. There is a book orientation in such subject headings as "hand-

books, etc." that needs review in terms of nonbook materials. The great-

est unhappiness concerns subject headings for mus-ic. Music sgbje-cg

headings i,iere designed for scores and are not as useful as they should

be for recorded sound. A controvert
form subdivisions. There are those I

subdivisions because patrons ask fo:
those who oppose media form sub<
sions reinforce the impression that
materials are nor. Preiiminary guidelines have been developed by the

Subcommittee on Subject Analysis which should eliminate "bookism"

from AV cataloging. fhese guidelines have been published in the ex-

pectation that they will be reviewed and commented on prior to any

final report.l26
For the cataloger, the predominant indexing literature is associated

with PRECTS (P{Eserved-Context Index System). In October 1976, an

International PRECIS Workshop was held at the University of Mary'

land. Austin has presented a series of three paPers relating_to tbe system.

The first paper outlines rhe origin of PRECIS and considers its use in

EnglishJairgirage indexing.rzo iffs second paper establishes. a theorerical

moiel of tie indexing oferation to accouht for the growing empirical

evidence that PRECi-S ian be applied successfully to the terms and

phrases of more than one natural iangryg9.1z] The- third paPer discusses

ihe growrh in interest in the use of pnnClS by indexers in non-English-

rp.uiittg squn1rigs.l2s A draft version of a multilingual terminology of

fnfCf$was prepared in Ig?5. The major part of the work is.in three

separate atphaUeiical sequences-English, German, and Danish-rvith

e{uivalent ierms in each bf the othei two languages printed in parallel

.olo*rr. The draft is incomplete, intended to stimulate further prog-

ress. The Bibliographic Servicis Division of the British Library initiated

a project to aevitop and tesr the potential of PRECIS for translingual

irhe*irg. Experimints will be limited to switching between English,

French,"and Ge.*utt. Duration of the project is expected to be two and

one-haif years. With an automatic trarislingual syrjcg5 procedure' in'

dexing data would be useable immediately.l2e ?RECIS plgvides index-

ing da'ta for UK MARC records and,subject indexes to BNB. It was suc-

ces"sfully exported ro the National Libiary o_f-Australia and has been

used to'provide subject data in the Australian MARC records and to gen-

"rut. 
*rr'b3".t indexes for the australian National Bibliography. Two ex'

perimental PRECIS indexes have been produced in French: one to a
'multimedia 

caralog published by the Ministdre de I'Education du Qu€-
bec Service G€neril bes Moyens d'Ensiegnment and the other to a sam'

ple of theses held by the universitd de Roue1.130 $inqg January 1976 the
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British Ed,ucation Index has used PRECIS fgr subiect analysis.l3r
PRECIS has not been limited ro rhe scholarly library, as witness its

use in Aurora High School in the province of Ontario, Qlrrvf, .rsz It was
adopted there because of its open vocabulary which allowed terms €n-
countered in library materials to be admitted easily to the index to meet
curriculum needs.

for the creation of visual indexing, defined as finding graphic images by
reviewing them visually rather than by reference to verbal identifica-
tion.Is? At a theoretical level, Meincke and Atherton provide the reader
with a new insight into the theory of indexing.raa

Finally, in the area of subject analysis, Hickey provides an excellent
interpretive survey covering the period 1876 through 1976.1se In com-
menting on the future of subject analysis, she expresses considerable
pessimism and feels the future is not bright, noting that current library
attention is focused on descriptive control, where the issues are more
clearly defined and, perhaps, more crucial The current trends indicate
that the future of subject analysis will depend largely on focuses either
outside of libraries or outside the United States. Belzer and Robertson
have compiled a selective list of key publications in information science
of the last 200 years,140 including works on classification, indexing, vo-
cabulary construction and content analysis, and automatic treatment of
natural language and theory.

Conclusion:

The anticipated promulgation of new cataloging standards and the
second edition of. AACR, the changing character of the bibliographic
record along with the increased dependence on network developments-
all have caused considerable disquiet and expectation within the profes-
sion. Freedman, in his concern for the client of the public library, calls
for a PEOPLE'S/MARC from a national bibliographi. .snssl.rar FIis
position represents concerns associated with the question of whether the
standards serve the profession or those the profession serves. Crockford
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wonders whether cataloging will go the way of the woolly mammoth.142
Krieger has edited an article based on five papers Presenting views of the
futuie of the cataloger.la3 All agree, change is at hand. These articles
represent the concern of librarian-catalogers with their Plesent and fu-

ture roles. Wynarlla and Dowellus present texts for the cataloger and
administrator which reflect many of ihe recent changes that have caused

concern. More changes are on the way.
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Thesis Handling in University Libraries

Knr-r.Y Perrpnsonr
Interlibrarv Loan and' Humaniti'es Relerence Librarian' 

Cenor' Wnrrr
H ead,, C at alo gin g D e P artme nt

and
Menrne Wnrrrernn

Cataloger
UniuersitY of WYoming Libraries

Laramte,WYoming

Libraries of ninety uniaersities granting doctorates were surveyed' te'
gard,ing binding, cataloging, clissification, storage, anil. checling o!
"formai practicei 1or theies ind dissertations. On the basis of the find''ings 

anh with consideration giaen to the processing.time and potenti'al

us"e of these materiak, it wis decided that checking of -content and

format should, be left to the graduate school and acade.mic depart-'ments, 
with the library inwlued in checking archiual qualities..Recorn'

mend,ed, processing piactice inaolaes full descriptiae and.sub.iect cata'
loging, iltt autn6r- input on the latter point, and elirnination of all

but the most rudimentary classification.

A LTHOUGH PRACTICES INVOLVED in processing dissertations

A and theses are unique both in acquisitions and cataloging, library

lirerature is notably laciing in discussions of the specialized -Problems
pertaining to them. The uiriversity of wyoming Library, finding-itself

ir, ur, .r.ri"rtain position in relation to the Graduate School so far as

screening of library deposit copies was concerned, and finding that the

extremeiy specializld, iutto1^r iatr.tre of the subject-matter created defi-

nite problems of time and accuracy in subject classification and subject

heading assignment, decided to conduct an informal "state of the art"

survey ln un utt"-pt to find out how other universities dealt with these

problems.' 
No studies dealing with the library's role in reviewing dissertations

and theses for format"were found in the literature, yet a genuine ques-

tion existed, on the University of Wyoming campus at least, as to what

that role should be.

il""Fip, received June 19?6; accepted for publication october 1976'
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In addition, the technical processes division noted an imbalance be-

The following summary of practices is based on rhe ninety libraries'
responses received in time for analysis. Totals in a number of cases are
less than ninety because of a failure to answer the question. The
questionnaire and a list of respondents are appended.

Binding

official or archival copy over the years. Two institutions reported receiv-
ing master's theses bound but doctoral dissertations unbound. Of these
two, one binds them permananrly, while the other reported that binding
practice varies within the system. The library of bne school receivel
microfilm only; the graduate school and academic departments maintain
paper copy files.

Of those respondents which reported receiving some or all of their
copjes already bound, ten indicated thar the binding responsibility lies
with the graduate school, seven with the student, and one each with the
academic department, the university bookstore, and the graphics depart-
ment.

Format Regulations

All but two respondents indicated their schools have formal thesis
format regulations. Thesis standards are set in the majority of institu-
tions (fifty-one) by the graduate school alone. Twenty-five other schools
indicated collaboration of the graduate school with other university
agencies in establishing such standards. In only one university is the li-
brary alone responsible for thesis format standards, but in thirteen the
library cooperates with other agencies in establishing standards. Detailed
responses are shown in Table l.
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TABLE I

AcnNcv RrspoNsrslr ron SnrrrNc Fonruer SreNneno

Agency Number

Graduate school only
Graduate school and library
Graduate school and academic dePartments
Individual colleges
Academic departments only
Graduate school, academic departments, and library
Graduate school and university archives
Academic department and Graphic Communication
Thesis committee appointed by gtaduate school with

representation from library
Council of university senate
Academic departments for master's; graduate school
Library only

5 l
l 0
l0

J

J

2
I
IService

strong

for Ph.D.s

87

Cheching Format

involved in some way in the checking. Table 2 details the responses.

TABLE 2

Acnncv RnspoNsrsln ron CnncxrNc Fonrrler

Agency Number

Graduate school only
Graduate school and academic dePartments
Graduate school and library
Academic departments only
Academic departments, gtaduate school, and library
Library only
Academic departments and library
Individual colleges
Graduate school and university archives
Academic departments and Graphic Communication Service
Academic departments for master's; gtaduate school for Ph.D's
Registrar and library
Dissertation secretary

40
t 7
t0

4

6
J

90
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A few institutions indicated having a separate office or person, with
a title such as "thesis editor," "dissertation secretary," "theiis coordina-
tor," etc., whose responsibility it is to set and maintain thesis standards.
rn such cases this position seems frequently to be in liaison with the
graduate school and library. The situation at Utah state University is
particularly noreworthy in this respect.

the eventual outcome of the thesis as the graduate and his committee, doing
editing, a great deal of counseling, teaching in the classroom, and, of course, the
final complete reading of every manuscript, when it is checked for [format], as
well as plagiarism, colTect statistical meihod of dara analysis, and quality of
content.2

The utah state University thesis coordinator gives a one-hour seminar
once a year in each academic department that ofiers a graduate program.
During the seminar we not only rell the student how ro write a thesis or dis-
sertation in great detail, we also outline the kinds of reference services we have
available, describe the requirements for duplication and publication, and out-
line _the basic steps rhat must be followed lrom the beginning when the pro-
posal is written to the end when the unbound copies are submitted for binding.
we also talk about such things as picking a good iommittee and getting through
a defense.s

Format Cheching by Libraries

Cataloging

All but one of the respondents indicated that they do at least partial
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TABLE 3

Iteus Cnrcrro nv Lnnanrss

Criterion Number

Paper quality

Quality of reproduction
Margins
Completeness (collation)
Illustrations, tables, figures, gtaphs
Title page
Approval page or
Abstract
AII format rules
Fitness for filming
General appearance of manuscript
Arrangement of preliminary pages

TABLE 4

LtsRAnv PrnsoNunr. RuspoNsrsls ron CnrcrtNc Fonuer

Library Personnel Number

sheet

9
I
I
8
5
J

3
2
I

I
I
I

Thesis advisor under aegis of library
Binding supervisor
Library assistants
Ardrivist
Staff member in archives
Reference librarians
Assistant university librarian
Dean of library sewices
Acquisitions Iibrarian
Director of technical services
Catalogers

I

I

cataloging of theses and dissertations. In some institutions completeness

of the cataloging depends on the academic degree, with the doctoral dis-

sertation generally receiving more complete cataloging. The most com'

mon exception to full cataloging is the provision of fewer added

entries, including title. A few libraries rePorted that the degree of cata-

the formal dissertation note, which is expanded by some libraries to in-

clude date of acceptance and academic department within the universi-
ty. One institution reports that only doctoral dissertations ale cataloged
according to AACR, with master's theses handled in various ways by the
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individual departmental libraries. six libraries indicate rhe use of local
scheme-s of varying degrees of complexity. At least one of the six simply
notes the author's name and the title of the work. six respondents either
did not answer this question, or their answers were not relponsive to the
intent of the question.

ion of whether subject headings are
nded with an unqualified yes and
ying their answers, four responded
designations or assign subject head-

heses and dissertations of local sub-
ject interest or those in certain disciplines only. Two schools group
theses and dissertations under the subject heading "Dissertations, eci-
demic- (Institution) - (Subject) ." Four libraries assign subject head-
ings to doctoral dissertations but not to master's thises. one school
subject-analyzes only master's rheses, using Dissertation abstracts Inter-
national as a subject approach to its doctoral dissertations. see Table b.

TABLE 5

tr"t-

Degree of Assignment Number

For all
For none
In selected areas only
Grouped together by subject under

"Dissertations, Academic- (Institution) "
Doctoral only
Master's onlv

One university is experimenting with a separate KWIC indexing sys-
tem for theses and dissertations. They provided no details of the system,
indicating that it has not been in operation long enough to make an
evaluation.

One respondent commented that subject analysis is too costly for the
cataloging department and a waste of time in relation to the amount of
use. In general, a trend toward less specific subject headings was noted,
probably as a result of lack of time and cataloging personnel as well as
the volume of the material.

Classification

Responses to the question about classification generally fell into two
broad categories: (l) Library of Congress (LC) classificarion or some
local scheme superimposed on the LC classification (forty-three) ; and
(2)_entirely locally devised scheme (usually some combination of year,

academic department, and author cutter) or simple locating device

63
l4
4

I

4
I

88
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(serial number, alphabetical arrangement, etc.) (thirty-eight) . Four in-

stitutions reported using the Dewey Decirnal Classification'
Of those reporting the use of the LC classification or some local

modification thereof, it is impossible to tell from the questionnaire how
many classify by subject and how many grouP theses and dissertations
together under the number provided in the LD schedule for the individ-
ual institution. A number of those reporting use of a local scheme
superimposed on the LC classification system employ a system devised by

thE University of Chicago. In this system 999 or 99 is added to the LC
classification for the particular subject. In this way, theses and disserta-
tions fall within the subject area provided within the LC system but are
still grouped together and segregated from other publications on that

subject.

Imperfect Copies

In a large number of institutions (forty) , catalogers collate manu'
scripts and try to correct any flaws. Six libraries reported that they do
not systematically collate theses and dissertations but do try to correct
any errors discovered in the normal course of cataloging. Other common
methods of dealing with flawed copies include describing the manuscript
as received with no attempt to correct and returning the manuscript to
the graduate school. A small number of respondents reported returning
flawed copies to the student or his academic department for correction.
Six respondents stated that they do not receive flawed copies. Presumably
in these institutions (as with one other institution which so stated) , the
flaws are caught by the graduate school or academic dePartment before
the manuscript arrives at the library. Others reported that no flawed
copies reach the catalogers because flaws are caught and corrected by the
person or department responsible for binding or because, in one case,
manuscripts are collated and corrected by the university archives, which
is not a part of the regular library system. Table 6 details the response.

Auailability

Although all but one of the respondents Participate in Dissertation
Abstracts International, only forty-two keep microfilm copies of theses

and/or dissertations in the library. Almost half of the ]ibraries still

their circulating copies in paper form. Table 7 details the responses.
Three institutions specifically indicated that they circulate only mas-

ter's theses, and three circulate only doctoral dissertations. Two libraries
keep archival copies of their master's theses only, depending on the Uni-
versity Microfilms master in Ann Arbor to serve as their doctoral archive.

More than hatf of the responding institutions rePorted that in addi-
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TABLE 6

TxrerurNr or Iupnnrrcr Coprns

Treatment Number

Collate and correct
Do not collate, but ry to correct if flaws are cliscovere<I
Describe just as received
Return to graduate school
Return to student
Return to academic department
Not received by catalogers

No explanation (6)
Caught by graduate school iti
Caught by binding stafi (4\
Caught by archives ( l)

40
6
I

t 0
4
I

t 2

82

TABLE 7

AvAILABILITy or Trrnsrs rN Lrenany

Availability Number

Archival and circulating paper copies
Archival paper copy, circulating Copy in both formats
Archival copy in both formats, circulating copy in paper
Archival film copy, circulating paper copy
Archival paper copy, circulating film copy
Circulating paper copy only
Archival copy in both formats only
Archival copy in both formats, ciriulating copy in both formats
Circulating copy in film only

Incidence of various formats
Archival paper
Archival film
Circulating paper
Circulating film

tion to library thesis and dissertation files, copies are kept in academic
departments. Graduate schools, branch libraries, and university archives
were also mentioned as alternate repositories for such files. See Table 8.

D i sc'ussion an d C o n clus ions

It is clear from the responses to the questionnaire and from append-
ed statements of opinion by several respondents that matters ol 

-form

and style, both the setting of standards and the enforcement of those
standards, are best left in the hands of the academic departments and
graduate schools to which the theses are presented and which are respon-

43
14
l0
I
J

3

4
,
I

to
25
8 l
20
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TABLtr 8

Avatt-estr-rrv or Nol-LInnaRY CoPrEs

A-,^:r^L:r:+,,  NumtlerAvailability

Academic departments
Graduate school
Branch libraries
University archives

49
4
4
I
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subject heading assignment for complicated ancl extremely esoteric ma-
terials.

consequently, the committee has recommencled the establishment of
a thesis specialist position in the cataloging department. This person
would 

-u.t -"r_ library liaison, not only with thesis-advisors and the grad-
uate school but with the students as they are writing their theses. The
duties woulcl include assisting students with questio"ns of physical for-
mat ancl bindability, directing them ro refereice perrorrn.i for biblio-
graphic and research assistance as the need developi, ancl cliscussing top-
ics with them in an artempr ro arrive ar accurate iubject headingslo be
used in the eventual cataloging of the completed theses. The last activ-
ity.would probably save considerable time now spent by catalogers in
c-alling faculty members or rummaging through textbooks in unfimiliar
clisciplines, trying ro translare ..,nd-..i!h.."bli thesis titles into the vo-
cabulary of Library of Congress Subject Heatlings. Upon completion,
the cataloger would check the thesis for final comp"liun." to physilal for-
mat specifications, accept it for deposit, and catalog it. It is io'be hopecl
that advertisemenr on campus of ihe availability o-t tttlr person to tretp
students tlrroughout the thesis writing process would help to streamline
the operation for all concerned, and tliminate errors at an eariy stage.
The image of the library is not enhanced when a srudent finds out the
day before commencement that he has not met some unknown format
req tri remen t and therefore cannot gr:aclu ate.

RE[[Rl jNCIS

Herbert B. Livesey and Gene A. Robbins, Gnid.e to American Grad.,ate schaors
_(2d 

ed.; New York: Viking, l9Z0) , p.386.
Barbara Wilde, response to questionnaire fianuary lg76) .
Barbara wilde, Ietter to Kelly pattersonl caroi whiie, and Martha whittaker,
January 1976.

APPENDIX A: QUESTIONNAIRE

N,OTE: 
lf 

your library treats master's theses differentlv from doctoral clissertations,
please indicate to which you are referring.

I. Are theses and dissertations presentecl to the librarv:

I .

I

J .

- bountl
- unbouncl

2. If bound, rtho is respon
- student

acaclemic depa
other (specify)

3. If unbound, does the library:
-bind permanently
-shelve in pam binders or spring.loacl binclers

her (specify)-orner (specrty)

4. Does yo'r instit.tion have set thesis format regulations ancl standarcls?
_ ycs
_ llo

Volu,me 2l , Nrrmber j, Summer 1977

sible for seeing that they get bound?
_ graduate school

rtment - bookstore
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5. If yes, who sets these standards?
- academic dePartments - librarY

-graduate school -other (specify)

6. Who is responsible at your institution for screening and accepting format of theses

and dissertations (check all which apply):

- academic departments
graduate school

-library
-other (sPecifY)

7. If the library is involvecl in this screening, please specify exactly what factors the

library screensfor ancl who on the stafi is responsibft. Possible factors may incl.de

content, paper quality, quality of reproduction, margins, illustrations' etc'

8. Do you catalog thescs antl dissertations?

- vcs
- n o

9. If "no," how are they store(l ancl retrieved?

10. If "yes," are they descri
-according to 1{
- not at all
-other (specify)

ll. Are they assigned subject headings?

- yes
- n o

12. Are thcy classifiecl:
- l)ewey
-other (sPecifY)

13. If catalogers receive flawed copies, do you:

- clescribe and shelve as received

-collate and try to replace missing pages, etc'

-other (sPecifY)

14.  Does vour inst i t t t t ion P

ptively cataloged:
n.glo- American Cataloging Rules

LC

Does your instittttion ParticiPate in Dissettation Ahstracts?

- ycs
-  l lo

15. Do you keep in the library (check all which apply) :

-archival (non-circulating) paper copy

-archival (non-circulating) microfilm copy

-circulating paPer coPY
- circtrlating rnicrofilm coPY

16. Are thesis ancl dissertation copies available for tlse

other than thc libratY?
- llo

-yes (specify

17.  I f  there is  anything
theses which we have

somewhere on your camPus

rryhere)

you feel is pertinent to the question of library handling of

not covered, please feel free to comment:
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APPENDIX B:

University of Alabama
American University
Arizona State University
University of Arkansas
Auburn University
Brandeis University
Brigham Young University
Bryn Mawr College
University of California, Berkeley
University of California, Los Angeles
University of Chicago
University of Cincinnati
Clark flniversity
Colorado State Universitl'
Columbia University
University of ConnecticuI
Cornell University
Dartmouth College
University of Delaware
University of Denver
Duke University
Emory University
Florida State University
George Washington University
Georgetown University
University of Houston
University of Idaho
University of Illinois
Indiana University
University of Iowa
Iowa State University
University of Kansas
Kansas State University
University of Kentuckv
Louis iana State Univers i ty
University of Maine at Orono
University of Maryland
University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Michigan State Unir.ersitv
University of Minnesota
University of Mississippi
University of Missouri (Columbia)
University of Montana
Montana Smte University
llniversitv of Nebraska

RESPONDENTS

University of Nevada at Reno
University of New Hampshire
University of New Mexico
New Mexico State University
New York University
University of North Carolina
North Dakota State University
Unirers i ty  of  Northern Colorat lo
Northwestern University
University of Notre Dame
Ohio State University
[Iniversity of Oklahoma
Oklahoma State Universirv
University of Oregon
Oregon State University
University of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania State Universitv
University of Pittsburgh
University of Portland
Rice University
University of Rochestcr
Rutgers University
Saint Louis University
University of South Carolina
University of South Dakota
South Dakota State University
University of Southern California
Stanford University
State University of New york at Buffalo
Temple University
University of 

-fennessee

Texas Tech University
'fufts 

University
Tulane University
University of Utah
Utah Srate University
Vanderbilt University
University of Vermont
University of Virginia
Univers i ty  of  Washington
Washington State University
Washington University (St. Louis)
Wayne State University
West Virginia University
flniversitv of Wisconsin
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A Cost Analysis of fhe Ohio College

Library Cenfer On-line Shared

Cataloging Sysfem in fhe Ohio State

University Libraries*

IcHrro T' Monrre

Assistant Head'
and

D. KeYn GePrn
Head

Quick Ed.iting Unit

Processi'ng Dittision

Ohio ,stnte University Libraries
Co l i lmbu.E

A .st.rtrly of tlte co.st.s of cataloging and. a.s.sociated processirtg tasks 
^before

anrt aiter" the arloptiorr' o1 ihe Ohio College Library Center .On'Iine
Sharei Catatoging System at the Ohio State (Jniuersity Libraries finds
that an increaie in production has been achieued. Unit costs haue rtsen

at n rate less than lhe qeneral rate ol inf lat ion.

Int.roduction

Manuscript receivetl July 1976; accepted for publication September 1976'

* Funding fbr this study was provided by the Ohio State University through the

l)nivcrsity {esearch Gra't' Irrogrim. The a.thors wish to thank Fred Kilgour of

OCLC foi his aclvice antl Penny,Key arrd many other OS{I Libraries staff members for

srrppl f ing data ant l  advicc.
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cedural changes in the OSUL technical services areas.

Descri.ption ol Cost Iiigures

article, the explanation is limited to departments whose terms aPPear

in the tables b€low.
In 1970 the Catalog Department (hereafter designated "Cataloging")

was cloing original cataloging. The LC Card Editing Unit (hereafter

designated "LC Editing") was cataloging using copy from LC cards or

the National Llnion Catalog (NUC). Catalog Maintenance and Card Pro-

duction (hereafter designated "Catalog Maintenance") was preparing

the materials for the Photoduplication Department to reproduce unit

cards. Catalog Maiutenance then typed the headings on the unit cards,

<listributecl .aldr to departmental libraries, and filed cards in the public

catalog in the main library. In aclclition, it maintained the name and

subject authority f i les.
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copy itself)" originally cataloged bibliographic data which could be
input to ocLC were typed by catalogers- on worksheets instead of tra-
ditional three-by-five-inch catalog .ur.lr, and the worksheets were sent

_ rn 1973 the input of original cataloging worksheers was transferred to
Quick Editing. In exchange, the cneiting of name authority for the
items the Quick Ecliting editors catalogecl was transferred to catalog
Maintenance,

ln 1974 as a result of the procedural development at OSUL and. the
expansion of the capability of ocLC, euick rditing took over as much
copy cataloging as possible, to leave catalogers almost completely free
for original cataloging.

Table l -presents actual production and. cost figures for the depart-
ments described above and rable 3 presents a comparative cost anilysis
of pre-OCLC and OCLC cataloging by function .uthet than by clepirt-
rnent.

figures, Table 2 and rable 4 provide clata which take account of the
rate oI inflation. since the time period under consideration includes a
crucial inflationary period when the rate of dollar devaluation was as
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TABLE I

Pnocnssrnc Cosrs, rv Drlenrurur (Nor An;us:rno FoR INFLATIoN)

Adiusted Additional OCLC

Items
Processed

TotaI
flnits

Basic
Un i t

Cost ($)
Unit

Cost ($)
Unit Assessment

cost ($) ($)

LC/Quick Editing*
l97O Ti t le

Volume
I972 Ti t le

Volume
1973 Ti t le

Volume
1974 Ti t le

Volumc
1975 Title

Volume
Cataloging

1970 Ti t le
Volume

1972 fitle
Volume

1973 Title
Volume

1974 Title
VoIume

I97l'r Title
Volume

Photoduplication
I 9 7 0 ' f i t l e

Volume
1972 Title

Volume
1973 

'f 
itle

Volume
I974 

'I-itle

Volume
l97l-r Title

Volume
Bibliographic Records

1970 Title
Volume

t972 Ti t le
Volume

1973 f itle
Volume

1974 Title
Volume

1975 Ti t le
Volrrme

Total
l97O Titte

Volume
1972 Title

Volume
I973 

'I-itle

Volume
1974 Title

VoIume
l97ir Title

Volume

6,342
6,979
8,448

18,476
l r,092
r9,752
r7,97r
19,461'r
9 , r79

t0,775

r5,722
39,458
12,802
22,1 l8
12,600
20,31I
12,156
r8,435
l'r,609
8,361

22,064
46,437
I l,l'r5 I
9,999
9,557
9,999
7,283
s,9s9
3,846
9.999

n,064
46,437
2r,250
40,594
23,692
40,063
30,r27
37,900
r4,788
1 9 , r 3 6

22,06+
46,437
2r,250
40,594
23,692
40,063
30,r27
37,900
r4,788
19.136

3.38
3.O7
7.44
3.40
11.87
3.30
4.63
4.28
3.32
2.83

8.30
3.31

to.72
6.20
8.12
5.41

l  l . l 8
7 .38

l l . l l
7.46

0.08
0.04
o.r2
0.14
0 . 1 I
0 . 1 t
0.20
0.I!'r
0 .13
0.Oi'r

2.03
0.96
3.68
1.93
3. r2
1.85
2.79
9 9 '

2.49
t.92

8.99
4.27

I  3 .16
6.89

10.55
6.24
10.12
8.04
8.80
6.80

s.o2
4.57

r0.94
5.0O
u.o/
4.87
6.73
6.22
4.86
4.14

r2.66
5.04

1 6 . 1 1
s.32

r3.14
8.11-r

16.84
l l . l l
16.82
I  1 .28

0.12
0.06
0.18
0.21
0.17
0.16
0.30
n99
0.19
0.o7

2.90
1.38
5.26
2.76
4.55
2.65
4.03
5.ZO
9.62
2.80

13.49
6.4r

r9.4l
10 .16
r5.6'6
9.26

14.91
11 .85
13.06
10.09

3.4r.t
1 . 58
2.86
r . 6 l
1.67
1.54
1.66
l .4 I

0.M
0.02
0.22
0.13
0.19
0.12
0.09
0.06
0.08
0.01r

0.21
0.10
4.24
n 9 n
0. r7
0 .16
0.24
0. t7
0.18
0.07

0.05
0.03
0.05
0.03
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

o.24
0-l I
1.69
0.88
1.55
0.92
l . l 0
0.88
r . r2
0.86

2.52
1 .15
2.r l
l . l 9
r.26
l . l 6
r.23
1.05

t.00
0.52
0.99
0.58
o.75
0.60
0.76
0.59

* Figrrres for 1970 for LC Ecliting and for 1972-7!t for Quick Editing.



TABLE 2
PnocrssrNc Cosrs, Rv Drpenrurur (Ao.yusrEo FoR INFLATToN)

Basic Adjusted Additional OCLC
Unit Unit Unit Assessmenr

cost ($) Cost ($) Cost ($) ($)

Items
Processed

'fotal

Units

LClQuick Ecliting*
t970 'fitle

Volume
1972 'l ' itle

Volume
1973 Ti t le

Volumc
1974 Ti t le

Volume
1975 Ti t le

Volume
Cataloging

1970 Title
Volumc

1972 Title
Volumc

1973 Title
Volrrme

1974 Title
Volume

1971"r Title
Volume

Photoduplication
I970 Title

Volumc
1972 Tirle

Volume
I973 Ti t lc

Volume
I974 Ti t le

Volume
l97ir 'Iitle

Volumc
Bibliographic Records

I970 Ti t le
Volume

1972 Ti t le
Volume

1973 Tirle
Volume

1974 Titte
Volume

l97l'r Title
Volume

Total
I970 Title

Volumc
1972 Title

Volume
1973 Title

Volume
1974 Title

Volume
I97l'r Title

Volume

6,342
6,979
8,448

18,476
I1,092
rs,752
17,97r
19,46t',r
9,179

to,775

15,722
39,458
r2,802
22,i8
r2,600
20,31r
12,156
18,435
5,609
8,361

22,064
46,437
l l ,5t i l
9,999
9,5!t7
9,999
7,283
9,999
3,846
q qqq

22,064
46,437
2l,Zli0
40,594
2C,692
40,063
30,127
37,900
14,788
1 9,1 36

22,064
46,437
21250
40,594
23,692
40,063
30,r27
37,900
r4,788
l I,l 36

3.38
3.07
6.91"r
3 .18
5.01')
2.84
3.Ii6
3.29
2.36
2.or

8.30
3.3 r

10.00
|t.79
7 .!tl
4.66
8.119
1).b/
7.90
5.30

0.08
0.04
0. l l
0 .13
0.10
0.09
0. t6
0.I I
0.09
0.04

2.03
o.96
3.44
1.80
2.69
t.59
2.1lt
r .7 l
1 . 7 7
r . 3 7

8.99
4.27

r2.25
6.43
9.09
5.37

6. I8
6.26
4.84

s.02
4.s7

r 0.21
4.67
7.46
4 .19
5 . r7
4.78
3.4!t
2.94

12.66
5.O4

15.04
8.70

I  l .3 l
7.02

12.94
8.53

r  1 .96
8.O3

0. r2
0.06
o.r7
0.19
0.15
0. r4
o.23
o. l7
0 .14
0.Oir

2.90
1.38
4.91
2.57
3.92
2.32
3.09
2.46
2.s7
1.99

13.49
6.41

t8 . t2
9.45

13.48
7.97

I1 .46
9.1 I
q 9 a

7.r8

3.22
1.47
2.46
1 .38
1.28
l . l 8
1.r .9
1.0l

0.04
0.02
0.21
0.12
0.16
0. I0
0.07
0.01'r
0.06
0.04

0.2r
0 .10
o.23
o.26
o. t4
0 .14
0.18
0.13
0.13
0.05

0.05
o.02
0.04
()n9
0.ol
0.01
0.01
0.01

0.24
0. I  I
r .58
0.83
1.34
0.79
0.81'r
o.67
0.80
o.62

2.35
1.08
1.82
r.02
0-97
o.89
0.88
0.7it

o.94
0.49
0.85
0.50
0.58
0.46
o.54
0.42

* Figtrres for 1970 for I-C Editing and for 1972-75 for euick Ecliting.



TABLE 3

Pnocessruc Cos'rs, nv Fuucnotl (Nor ADJUSTED rot. h'lnrerrox)

:
Basic Adiusted Additional OCLC

Items
I'rocessed

1-otal
Uni ts

Uni t
Cost ($)

Unit Unit Assessment
cost ($) Cost ($) ($)

Ecliting Card Copy
I970 Tir le

Volume

Computerized Cataloging
1972 Ti t le

Volume
1973 l itle

Volttme
1974 Ti t lc

Volume
I97l'> Title

Volumc

Oliginal Cataloging
1970 Ti t le

Volumc
1972 Tirle

Volumc
I973 Tir lc

Volumc
1974 Ti t le

Volume
l97lt Title

Volume

Catalog Maitrtenancc
1970 Ti t lc

Volttmc
1972 

' l ' i t le

Volume
I973 

' t ' i t le

VoIumc
1974 Ti t le

Volttmc
I975 Ti t le

Volrrmc

Total
1970 

' I ' i t le

Volttme
1972 Title

Volrtme
1973 Ti t le

Voltrmc
1974 l - i t le

Volumc
l97i'r 

'Iitle

Volrtme

6,342
6,979

8,448
18,476
l l ,092
19,752
17,97r
19,465
9,179

to,77lt

r5,722
39,456
t2,041
18,343
12,600
20,31 I
12,156
t8,435
5,609
8.361

22,064
46,437
20189
36,819
23,692
40,063
30,127
31',9O0
r 4,788
1 9,1 36

22,064
46,437
20,489
36,819
23,692
40,063
30,127
37,9U)
t4,78tl
l9 , r  36

3.42
3 . t  I

6.23
2.81-r
4.91
2.76
3.81
3.51
2.78
2.37

8.40
J .J : )

r2.u
8.14
9.73
6.04

r2.53
8.26

12.09
8 . t  I

2.03
0.96
3.79
2 . l r
3.07
1.82
2.79
9 r ,
2.49
r .92

8.99
4.27

13.65
7.60

10.1'rir
6.24

1 0 . 1 2
8.0.1
tt.80
6.80

l-r.09
4.6?

9.17
4. r9
7.27
4.08
5.54
5. r2
4.07
3.47

12.8r
I'r.lO

18.58
r2.20
14.61
9.07

18.74
12.36
t8 .19
12.20

2.90
1.38
5.42
3.02
4.48
2.65
4.O3
3.20
3.62
2.80

13.49
6.41

20.r2
I1 .20
J l ) . O l )

9.26
14.89
I I .84
13.04
10.08

0 , 1 I
0 .10

3.18
r.46
2.4r
1.35
r.36
r.26
r.42
t .2 r

0.29
o.r2
0,72
0.47
o.77
0.48
0.68
0.45
0.60
o.40

2.r9
r.00
1.65
0.93
0.99
o.92
r.03
0.88

0.23
0.15
0.41
0.25
0.39
0.26
0.32
o.22

0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

0.24
0.1 I
r .7  5
o.97
l.l-rir
n q 9

l . l 0
0.88
l . l 2
0.86

1.04
0.58
0.99
0.58
0.75
0.60
o.76
0.59
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TABLE 4

Pnocrssrtc Cosr:s, nv FuNcuoN (Ao;usrrn FoR INFLATIoN)

Basic Adiusted Additional OCLC
Unit  Uni t  Uni t  Assessmenr

cost ($) Cost ($) cost ($) ($)

Items
Processed

'l'otal

t jn i ts

Editing Carcl Copv
I970 Ti t lc

Volume

Computerized Cataloging
1972 Title

Volume
1973 Iitle

Volumc
I974 Ti t le

Volume
1975 Tirle

Volume

6,342
6,979

8,448
18,476
11,092
rs,752
r7,97r
19,465
9,r79

1O,77!)

r5,722
39,458
12,o4l
r8,343
12,600
20,31 l
12 ,156
18,435
5,609
8,361

22,064
46,437
20,489
36,819
23,652
40,063
30,r27
37,900
I4,788
19.136

22,064
46,437
20,489
36,819
23,692
40,063
30,r27
37,900
14,788
19,r36

3.42
3 . t  I

l-r.8 I
2.66
4.23
2.38
9 4 9

2.70
1.98
1.68

8.40
3.35

I 1.58
7.60
8.38
5.20
9.63
6.35
8.60

2.05
0.96
3.54
r.97
2.6!t
r.57
2. t5
r .7 r
r .77
1 . 3 7

8.99
4.27

12.74
7.09
9.09
5.37

6.18
6.26
4.84

5.09
4.63

8.1'16
3.91
6.26
J . )  /

4.26
3.53
9 R q

2.47

12.81
5.10

t7.35
I r.39
12.59
7.81

14.40
9.50

12.94
8.68

2.90
1.38
5.06
2.82
3.85
9 9 9

3.O9
2.46
2.57
1.99

t3.49
6.41

r8.78
10.45
13.48
7.97

tl.44
9.lo
a 9 R

7 . r7

0 . 1 I
0 . 1 0

2.97
l  36
2.07
r . l 7
1.05
0.97
l . 0 l
0.86

o 9 q
0 .12
0.67
0.44
o.66
0.41
0.53
0.35
o.42
0.28

0.o2
0.01
0.0t
0.0I
0.0I
0.01
0.01
0.01

o.24
o. l l
1.63
0.91
r .34
0.79
0.85
0,67
0.80
0.62

2.0!t
0.94
r.42
0.80
0.76
0.70
0.74
0.63

0.21
0. r4
0.35
I\ 99

0.30
0.20
o.23
0.ll'r

o.97
o.54
0.85
0.50
0.50
0.46
0.54
0.42

Original Cataloging
I970 Ti t le

Volume
1972 Title

Volume
1973 Title

Volume
1974 Title

Volume
t975 Title

Volume

Catalog l\faintenance
1970 Ti t le

Volumc
1972 Tirle

Volume
1973 Ti t le

Volume
1974 Title

Volume
I975 Ti t le

Volume
'l'otal

1970 Ti t le
Volume

1972 Title
Volume

1973 Title
Volume

I974 Title
Volume

1975 Title
Volume
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lrigh as l2.l percent, the figures in Tables 2 and 4 present adjusted

figirres, reflecting figures from the Consumer Price Index. The ratio o[

inflation adopted for each time period is as follows:

November 1970 to November l97l: 3.5%
November 1971 to November 1972: 3.5%
November 1972 to November 1973: 8.5%
November 1973 to November 1974l. l2'lo1o
1975 first quarter: tl.0o1t

We have taken the 1970 figures as a base, and the figures for 1972 and

later have been recluced proportionately.
T[e calculation couftl |ave been clone in reverse, in which case we

woul<l have taken 1975 as the base and increased the actual figures of

1974 and earlier years proporrionately. f'his method would have made it

possible to examine tlie cost in the light of current dollar value. The

i.rr-et method was chosen to permit the continuing analysis of such

costs using the same formulas and to avoid recalculating previous figures

whenever a new periocl is aclded. Taking 1970 as the base period, we

will only have to do calculations for each new time periocl.

Explnnation of Stnti.stics and Formulas

T'his retrospective study is basecl on statistics kept by various depart-

ments in various ways over a number of years. Therefore, some adjust-

ments were necessary to come up with the statistics most suitable to our

purpose. The rletermination of whictr data to include and which data to

ixclucle was v€ry rime-consuming and complex work. We have tried,

however, to keep the statistics as accurate and consistent as possible' Some

data which shoulcl have been excluded were reluctantly included in or-

der to allow for historical inconsistencies in statistics-keeping Practices.
I-he following section presents explanations of each item used in cost

analysis and the costing formula utilized.
Prod,uction Figw'ei. In addition to monographs, the following items

are included in the statistics:
l. Serials. Since serials are not tlirectly involved in OCLC cataloging,

our original intention was to exclude serials from the analysis.

Statistic.s for serials, however, were not kept separately until July
1973, and thus it was impossible to exclude figures for serials from

the 1970-71 and 1972-73 periocls. To consistently evaluate statistics

from each time periocl, therefore, serials are included in production
figures. It must be noted that serials were not input to OCLC for

any period uncler consicleration. In the neaf future, when serials

caitl^production can be clone through OCLC, the inclusion of

serials statistics will finally become useful.
2. Theses. The OSU clissertations and theses are cataloged according

to simplifiecl rules which use elaborate author numbers but no class

number. f'he statistics for theses are incorporated into regular

monograplrs statistics, being counted as regular new titles' These
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are all input into ocLC and are therefore inclucred in ocLC
production figures.

3. Special language materials. These materials are fteated as regular
monographs. Flowever, non-roman-alphabet materials such as chi-

. 
nese, [apanese, Greek, and Russian are not input into OCLC.

4. Addecl volumes. Added volumes, handlecl only by experience<l
clerks in cataloging, have been inclucled in cataloging statistics.

5. Microform publications. Microform pubrications* are searched in
regular manner, and processed by catilogers as original cataloging

re of microform publication is either
ng local rules. Microforms which are

analysis are input into OCLC, an<l
,duction figures.
tatistics for audiovisual materials is

juste<rintherorowinsmanner.trJ::#f."J""J,ffi :'lJij';.lt:"1"fi ::,,:'l
of. production,figures, but the number of volumes is arbitrarily equated
with the number of titles rather than the number of pieces. Thus a set
of 125 slides representing one title is counted as one title ancl one volume
because 125 would not be an accurate reflection of volumes handled.

Title and volume counts for analytics, reinstatements, and materials
recatalogerl are not includecl in the procluction sratistics even though
the labor costs to process these materiir. huroe been includecl. Therefore
the resulting unit cost figures are slightly inflatecl.

Basic unit cosf. The formula trse<l'for unit cost calculation per title
and per volume is as follows:

nits produceda
ryed part-time or during parts of the
)rated in terms of full-time equiva-
i show the actual total salaries of the
onal tables show salaries proratecl

according to the function the stafi member is fulfilring, regardleis of de-
partmental boundaries. For exarnple, in lg72 and a pari or igzg the work-
sheets {or original cataloging were input into ocic by Bibliographic
Records staff. The salaries {br these tasks are calculatecl and added to
original cataloging, along with the salaries for catalog card photodupli-
cation staff- The searching rime after the estabrishmeni of euick Ectiting
sPent on books eventually given original cataloging is prorated and
adclecl to the original cataloging cost.

It should be noted here that the total basic unit cost is not equal to
the sum of the basic unit costs of all departments in the tables. For in-
stance, in Table l, the total basic unit cost of lg70, $g.gg, is not the
sum. of $3.3,8_ (LC Editing), $8.30 (Cataloging), g0.08 (photoduplica-
tion), and $2.03 (Bibliographic Records). ihe basic uniL cosr for each
unit is calculatecl on the basis of its production rarher than on the basis
of the total unit production of the vear. on the other hand, the total

Vohtme 2l  ,  Number ] ,  Summer I97I . 2 9 5 .



basic unit cost is calculated by adding the costs of all the departments and

divicling by the total produciion figrrre. The same method is used in the

calculation of the adjusted unit cost.
Ad4usted Unit iost. Computation of the adjusted unit_cost involves,

first, tle computation of the "stanclard unit cost per production hour"

anrl, then, its idjustment, according to the following formulas:

Addi t ional  Uni t  Cost .
Adclitional unit cost = Additional cost/Units produced

'Ihe 
column for "arlditional unit costs" is the sum of the following dis-

crete added costs, each of which was cbmputed individually: (l) Libtary

in the table, because all of the others are minimal.
Thus, the total basic unit costs and the total adjusted unit costs may

be obtained by aclding total aclclitional unit cost (column 5) to basic

unit cost (column 3) ind adjusted unit cost (column 4) , respectively'

Total basic unit cost = Basic ttnit cost
+ Total adclitional unit cost

l'otal adjustecl unit cost = Acljuste(l unit cost
+ f'otal aclclitional unit cost

Overheacl ancl supplies srtch as stationery antl typewriter ribbons are not

includecl in the figures.
Library control system (LCS). The LCS terminals use.d by osUL have

included ihe IBM 2260 CRT (replaced by the Asciscope in 1974), the

Hazeltine, and the Texas Instruments Printer Terminal. The cost of

OCLC Card Cost. OCLC card cost is dividecl between Quick Editing

antl Cataloging in the departmental tables and between ComPuterized
Cataloging und Original eataloging in the functional tables. The ratio

of Qui-ck-Ecliting ancl Cataloging OCLC-input is determined by the
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number of records adde<l by each unit to the ocLC data base. as follows:
Time period

r972
rs73
r974
t975

Total
9,699

14,135
22,808
10,942

Cataloging
r,25r (r3%)
3,043 (22%)
4,837 (2r%)
r,763 (16%)

Quick Editing
8,448 (8770)

rr,0e2 (78%)
r7,97t (7970)
e,r7s (84%)

In no case has the total unit cost per title been more than $.20.
OCLC Assessment. OCLC assessment is charged to euick Editing in

the departmental table throughout the study, sinie that unit managei all
terminals and all except one are located there. rn the functional iables,
the assessment costs are divide.d between computerized cataloging and

9^tsiiil Cataloging by the ratio of OCLC production. During thJyears
1971-74, the library had four terminals iniluded in rhe oCrc assess-
ment, increased in 1975 to five.

OCLC Terminal Rental. ln 1972 one rental terminal was located in
cataloging. It was used primarily by the departmenr and by Bibliographic
Records; it was also used to a lesser degree by the Acquisition bepurt-

3.:1!. I" the departmenral tables, the cost is divided equally berween
Bibliographic Records and cataloging. In the functionil taLles, how-
ever, it is divided between computerized cataloging and original cata-
Ioging.

'Xerox 
Machine Cost. Xerox machine cost is charged in the same

manner as that of manual card cost. The total cost of the Xerox rnachine
rental is calculated proportionately by the percentage of total use of the
machine for card production.
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tional tables. Total NUC costs for each period are: 1970, $600.00; 1972,

periods on the basis of date of purchase and thus does not reflect the

iost of film used cluring a given period. The costs ate.. 1972, $454'00;
1973, $454.00; 1974, $538.00; and 1975, $538.00. The same amount was

purchased in a six-month period of 1974 as during a three-month period

of 1975.
The cost of Polaroicl film was charged in the following manner: all

to Quick Editing in the departmental tables, 30 ?ercent to Original Cata-

logi;lg and 70 !".."t t to Computerized' Catalbging in the functional

tables.
MCRS' In |972 and' |973, OSUL subscribed to the Micrographic

catalog Retrieval system. The cosr was divided between Quick Editing

and Ca"taloging, in tire proportion of 70 to 30, in the departmental tables'

ancl betwee"n do-p.,t"iired Cataloging and Original Cataloging, in the

same proportion, in the functional tables.

Some Obsenntions on the Results

costs available in some periods.
The general trencl 

^observecl 
in Table I is a rise in cost in 1972 in

all categJries and.a clecrease in cost in1973. The situation is too 9o1pli-
cated tJ assume that such an increase in the costs was caused solely by
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the implementation 
_of the ocLC sysrem. Factors such as the imple-

mentation of the Library control system, organizational changes, ind
new work flows interacted to affect the unit cost. production iot lg?2
does not increase markedly. \ve hypothesize that the effect of the l9z2
adjustments did not become apparent until 1973.

The decrease in costs during 1973 seems to indicate the effectiveness
of the adjustments in structural organization and materials-handling
procedures. Improvements in the flow of work in various sections were
noticed. In Quick Editing, for example, we.firsr searched in the OCLC
data base and if the record was not iouncl, we searched in NUC. Then
books were shelved for the second search. After stuclying statistics for
certain periods, we decided that it was more efficient to seaich NUC only
after a second search in ocLC failed. Also, after taking the statistics for
"hit rates" for the second and third searches, we coicludecl that the
second search ten weeks after the first search was most efficient in terms
of "hit rates" for searching done.

Also, deparrment and interdepartment shifts of work loacl contrib-
uted to increased work efficiency. A procedural change of this nature was
the input of original cataloging information to ocLC. The inputting
was transferred from Ribliographic Records to euick Editing in ex-
change for authority file checking, which began to be clone by Biblio-
graphic Records after the ocLC iards were riceived. In addition, cata-

opy and attempted to limit its scope
red cataloging with copy to Quick

time most effectively. The implica-
Coing less cataloging (though more
was doing more with copy and so

ror p u r poses o t h er than carcr prod u c ; ::t :$l?l?"lll'i,:i 
tn,'i,'."j#;

machine rentals drastically.
one additional factor was oclC's addition of the "exrended search"

capability in February 1973. In the beginning of ocLC operation, no
more than 50 entrie.s for one search code could be displayed. currently,
up to 256 entries for one search code can be searched in a hew steps. This
qa.f havg prompted a decrease in time of manual searching. Tiris type
of intangible benefit should not be overlooked.

- 
Real cost,comparison of manual and computerized cataloging is best

done when the costs of cataloging an identicir ite- both minuilly ancl
by computer are available. Tirough the original purpose of this paper
was such.a- comparison, at osUL, manual catalogin$ is now done ior
items which cannor be processed through ocLC. In addition it is im-
possible to compare "manual" cataloging of l9?l with "automated" cata-
loging of 1974. The result here is a demonstration of the trends in costs of
man-ual original cataloging in relation to the costs of computerized copy
cataloging within OSUL.

As mentioned above, the figures show that in lg72 both "manual"
and "automated" cataloging costs rose, but that only "manual" costs rose
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in subsequent years. The rises are due in large measure 1o. the 
effect of

organizational changes. Initially, there were many titles *lith could not

bJcataloged through OCLC because of interfacing problems between

OCLC uid th. Li6rary Control System, including many titles which

represented simple cataloging. As a result of organizational change, tech-

nical improvemints, and ihelncrease in OCLC's capability, _a pattern has

cleveloped in which the popular English materials are cataloged quickly

from tlhe OCLC data base, whereas materials presenting problems must

wait for original cataloging. The rise in "manual" cataloging costs indi-

cates thar tf,e system isleacning a point at which original cataloging is

limited to rhose titles requiring utlimate professional knowledge,_ *i!_t

resulting high expense. ei OCiC's capabifity increases, this trend will

continui u.r,l the-*n.k of professional catalogers will indeed be limited

to original cataloging. Tabie 5 presents figures on FTE personnel in the

several units over the five-yeat period.
The adjustecl cost for'Catiloging is high in proportion to other di-

visions. Foi example, rhe difference between "adjusted cost,"_basically

salary plus fringe 
^benefits, 

and "basic costs," salary, in Quick Editing is

f.ABLE 5

tt-

1970 1972 1973 1974 1975

Professional
LClQuick editing*
Cataloging
Bibliographic Records
Photoduplication

TOTAL
Clerical

LClQuick Edit ing*
Cataloging
Bibliographic Records
Photoduplication

TOTAL
Special Contract

LClQuick Edit ing*
Cataloging
Bibliographic Records
Photoduplication

TOTAL
Student

LClQuick Editing*
Cataloging
Bibliographic Records
Photoduplication

TOTAL

14 r4
l 0  l 0
1 3  1 3
0.3 0.3

37.3 37.3

0.4 I
0 0
0 0
0 0
0.4 I

I  4 . r
r . 8  I

r2.7 7.6
0 0

2r.5 12.7

0.5
o l

1 . 5
0

23.0

6
l t .4

l . l J

0.6
21t.75

0
{}
0
0
0

0.3
2

10.5
0

12.8

I

r2
2
0

16.0

l 5
t4
14.5
0.3

43.8

0
0.6
0
0
0.6

^

l . l

9 .1
0

14.2

t . 5
12.5

I

0
16.0

1.5
12.5
,
0

r6.0

2
I 6
2
0

20.0

1 4
10.5
6
0.4

30.9

0
2
0.8
0
2.8

3

3.5
l 0
0

18.5

* Figures for 1970 for LC Editing and

. 300

1972-75 for Quick Editing.
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Computerized Cataloging and Original Cataloging as between euick
Editing and Catalogirrg.

The implication is that cataloging's cost is highly related ro salary
and other fringe benefits, rhat is, the main factor t6 influence cost is the

:o:t-f91 personnel. On the other hand, the computerized cataloging cost
is highly related to "additional cosrs" in addition to sarary. th"e filgures
also reveal that the cosr of personnel involved in original cataloging
tends to increase as non-personnel costs decrease, until ; certain levet ii
reached at which both costs stabilize.

It is interesting to observe the cost change in euick Editing com-
pared with LC Editing in Table l. In early lg72l the computerized

appears. In fact, the trend would be toward a reduction in cost. The
implication may be that even though manual cataloging costs more than
computerized cataloging, it also may have benefitted from the computeri-
zation, which certainly reduced the time and effort involved in manual
searching while adding the benefir of adding records to both ocLC and
LCS (via the interface) in one operation.

Conclusion

In sum, this pilot cost study demonstrates that OCLC has allowed
an increase in OSUL's cataloging production, though unit costs rise
slightly. Indeed, 

'it 
has been shown ihat if inflation were not a factor,

there would have been a substantial decrease in unit costs.
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In the future, unit costs may or may not increase, depending on con-

tinuing organizational and procedural refinements, and the increasing

sophisiicati,on and expansion of the OCLC data base, e.g., inclusion of

serials, audiovisual materials, etc.

REFERENCES

L The 1970-?1 academic year has been excluded because OCLC was implemented

during the year and any costs woulcl represent a mixture of pre-oclC and ocLC
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IN THE MAIL

Romanization

The article "Romanization Reexamined," which I wrote for the Winter 1977
issue of LRTS, was occasioned by my growing perception of a continuing course
of events that is making our traditional schemes of romanization more and
more untenable in the context of the forces of international standardization.
universal bibliographic control, and computer input of bibliographical data.
These events, in combination rvith the expected closing of the public catalog of
the Library o[ Congress and the beginning of a new one with no necessary ties
to the old one, carried the clear implication that time is running out for re-
search libraries to reevaluate present practice critically and to decide the right
course to follow in the future.

As I pondered this situation it soon became clear to me that the problems of
romanization could be finessed by simply abandoning this procedure at the
"cost" of abandoning the universal author/title catalog. On further reflection
this "cost" began to appear to be, in fact, a distinct gain. After having wrestled
with certain details such as translations, added entries, subject entries, and the
special case of music, I was ready to starr writing. The resultant article was
based entirely on my own knowledge, experience, and reasoning and was pre-
pared without benefit of a lirerature search. It represented a change of position
from my earlier paper on this subject, prepared for the Conference on Amer-
ican Library Resources on Southern Asia, held at rhe Library of Congress in
I957. r

Subsequent to the publicarion of this article, it has been brought to my at-
tention that Bella Weinberg of the Yivo Institute for Jewish Research of New
York City also has analyzed the problems of romanization and has proposed the
same solutions to these problems that I have proposed.2 It is clear that Ms. Wein-
berg asserted in print the rationale of abandoning romanization three years be-
fore I did.

It is also clear that the North American research libraries did not get the mes-
sage. My article was intended to arouse them to make the necessaty decisions
before the critical point is passed at the end of this decade. Hence, the sryle and
tone of my article. It was necessary to explain the nature of the problem to
readers not conversant with the details, to set forth the logic of the proposed
radical solution as convincingly as possible, and to make clear to the unaware the
nature of the events that will soon demand a solution.

It is unfortunate that Ms. Weinberg's conrribution was not acknowledged in
my paper. I can only hope that this indication thar the rwo of us, analyzing the
problem independently, have come to the same conclusion, will attest to the ur-
gency of the problem and the necessity of the solution that we have both pro-
posed.-C. Sumner Spal.ding
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2. Bella Weinberg, "Transliteration in Documentation," fournal of Documentation

30:18-31 (March 1974).

We havd read with interest Mr. Spalding's article entitled "Romanization Re-

examined." We agree with his recommendation of separate catalogues for sep-
arate collections of material in nonroman writing systems, and there are indeed

libraries, normally humanities-orientated, whose holdings are organized in that
way; but a library such as the British Library's Science Reference Library has

vast holdings of such material that in no way form separate collections. For ex-
ample, our Russian and Japanese books and Periodicals are shelved by subject

alongside similar works from other parts of the world. They are heavily and suc-

cessfully used by readers who do not know the languages concerned, gaining ac-

cess to what they need through the English summaries, diagrams, graphs, etc.'
and even by commissioning translations. Furthermore, the citations from which
the reader starts may not reveal the language, writing system, or country of the
original document; yet in the majority of cases, it is found without difficulty' or
with minimal assistance, in Mr. Spalding's b€te noire, the "universal catalogue."
And what would he have us do with the hundreds of journals with two titles,
one in roman script and one not, and containing articles in various languages?

Mr. Spalding may, however, be reassured to know that we are not quite
"alone in feeling a need to represent names from other writing systems in our
own," or at least, equally to the point, words other than names: if we look at
Chinese and Japanese pocket dictionaries, we see that they sometimes feel a
need, not to repres€nt our writing system in theirs, but to go even further and
represent theirs in ours, and that for their own convenience. That is, romaniza-
tion used to arrange words so they can be more easily found-as in a catalogue!

It is also irrelevant to say that a Russian librarian would not dream of
Cyrillicizing roman-alphabet material. Moderately educated Russians, Greeks, or

Japanese are inevitably familiar with the roman alphabet, but the converse is
seldom true of even highly educated Frenchmen, Germans, or Englishmen.

Although romanization is indeed the quagmire he describes, his alternative
would be a worse one for libraries such as ours.-.E. f . Copley, Head of Slauonic
and East European Section, and G. !. Sassoon, Head of Oriental Section, Science
Reference Library, The Brit i .sh Library, I .ondon.

I have read, and re-read, Mr. C. Sumner Spalding's atticle (LRTS vol. 2l'
no. l, Wintet 1977) "Romanization Reexamined" with interest and approba-
tion. As you may know, a tendency at Harvard has been to have seParate cata-
logues for materiils in nonroman scripts. Thus the Far Eastern language books
go to the Harvard-Yenching Library, the Hebrew books to the Hebrew Depart-
ment of Widener Library, and books in the various Middle Eastern languages
go to the Middle Eastern Department, of which I am the head.

Having long experience as a Middle East specialist and Professional librar-
ian, I can agree completely with Mr. Spalding on the necessity to avoid the
problems that arise from the efiort to force all of a library's holdings into one
catalogue by means of "standardized" transliteration systems. My experience at
Harvard has shown that separate catalogues for Arabic, Persian, Ottoman
Turkish, Urdu and Armenian books have been quite satisfactory from the point
o[ view of technical library operations and eminently satisfactory to the users
of our collections, \,trho find it far easier to work with a vernacular catalogue
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than to puzzle out the various schemes of "romanization" that do noc conform
to the sounds of a language.
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The ALA Centennial Celebration
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the atmosphere and act iv i t ies of the ALA centennial  Confer-
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At the Hub: The British Library
by HARRY T HOOKWAY, Chiel Executive, the British Library
While there have been relerences in the l ibrary l i terature to
the separation of the British Library from the British Museum

and the creat ion of the Bri t ish Library Lending Divis ion at
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and confusing developments in telecommunical

Becker covers key aspects of the technology and e

implications oI the medium for libraries of the Iuture
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Louis Round Wilson

by EDWARD G. HOLLEY, Deon of the School ol
Science, University of North Corolino
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Wilson during his career as a l ibrary educator and

as a universi ty l ibrary director,  and as a leader in man

Drolessional roles In December 1976, Wilson's many

ind col leagues gathered at Chapel Hi l l  to honor his

ments and recognize his foresight.
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269 pages

3,4OO pages

$ loo.oo
l60,oo
380.OO
40.oo

r60.oo
40.oo
40.oo

340.OO

For cletailed information on incllviclual Confurence Papers,
please write for our brochure.
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One-half Million Reasons
You ileed I{ICEM Indexes!

The Universi ty of Southern Cal i fornia
through the National lnformation Center for Educational Media offers

Subscription to Gomplete Non Print Information Service
(1976-1978) with access lo t/z mil l ion

annotated Audio/Visual Tit les.

For Use By
r Teachers
r AV & Training Directors
r Department Heads
r Librarians
r  Curr icu lum Superv isors
o Schools and College

Administrators
o Educat ional  Media Sales &

Production Organ izations
o Instructional Technologist

Kinds Of lnformation provided:
y' Content of each title
y' Physical description of media
y' Year of release in United States
y' Edition or version
y' Tilles according to subject areas
y' Series tit le reference
y' Name and address of producers and

distributors of the media tit les
y' Over 21 descriptive elements

available on each tit le

Indexes To
16mm Educat ional  F i lms 4 vol .  (6th ed.)
35mm Educational Filmstrips 2 vol. (6th ed.)
Educational Audio Tapes (4th ed.)
Educational Video Tapes (ath ed.)
Educational Records (4th ed.)
8mm Motion Gartridges (5th ed.)
Educational Overhead Transparencies 2 vol. (Sth ed.)
Educational Slides (3rd ed.)
Producers and Distributors (4th ed.)
Psychology - Multimedia (3rd ed.)
Health and Safety Educational - Multimedia (3rd ed.)
Vocational and Technical Education - Multimedia (3rd ed.)
Envi ronmental  Studies -  Mul t imedia (1st  ed.)
Free Educational Material-Multimedia (1st ed.)

For tree descriptive brochure on
The Subscription Service write:

Department LR
University of Southern California
University Park
Los Angeles, CA 90007
Phone: (213) 746-6681 or 746-5408






